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THE NATURE 111_,' THIS REPORT

This report presents the coiCtntuaJ. ouline for a series

of six studies to be initiated over !he next 18 months by the

Georgia Postsecondary Education Commission. These studies are

designed to provide information on certain key aspects of post-

secondary education in the state of Georgia. They will culmi-

nate in a statewide plan for'Georgia Postsecondary learning

which will take shape in 1976. Pursuant to the charge given

the consultants on May 19, 1975, by Dr. Robert J. Leonard,

Executive Director of the Georgia Postsecondary Education

Commission, each of the sections of this report fulfills the

following needs: 1) identifies the basic educational issues

and key questions that should be addressed by each study;

2) recommends methodological approaches, analytical and

statistical techniques, and data elements and sources that may

be utilized in addressing the critical issues and questions;

and 3) identifies'relevant literature and comparable studies

that may be useful to the GPEC staff in understanding and

performing these studies.-

Figure A illustrates the interdependence of the six studies

discussed by this report. The first four studies are major

data collection and analysis activities in their own right and

each is given a section in this report. The enrollment study

section recommends a comprehensive, 5-10-year historical analysis

of enrollment trends in all Georgia postsecondary institutions,

at all levels, and for different types of students. Also, our

report recommends a readily implemented technique for projecting

potential enrollments in Georgia postsecondary institutions, and

a more sophisticated, complete methodology that may eventually

be implemented to predict enrollments in different institutions,

by level and type of student. The accessibility study section

provides several potential methodologies for gauging the acces-

ibility of Georgia educational institutions. Geog

5
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FIGURE 1
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levels, and the nature of the region are several of the facto

which contribute to the calculation of accessibility. The potential

.R.22Lffl duplication section recommends techniques for constructing

a program inventory that Will provide a snapshot of the educational

programs available by level in Georgia. The EELIELL!laa school

report provides a critique and analysis of the recent, comprehensive

proprietary school survey initiated by the GPEC. Moreover, this

report suggests ways to improve the survey in the future and

means of utilizing the information in planning activities.

Each of these four primary studies will focus on a particular

portion of the educational environment in Georgia. Taken together,

the findings from these studies will illuminate changing conditions,

trends, issues, and problems of concern to Georgia education.

The fifth portion of this report, the issues and problems study

section, suggests how the GPEC can combine public hearings and

small group meetings to provide additional information on

educational issues. This public opinion assessment activity

can be used to discover the issues and problems considered

important by the laypeople and educators of Georgia. Such

assessments are invaluable in devising a politically saleable

statewide plan.

The capstone of GPEC's activities is to be a statewide

plan for postsecondary learning in Georgia. The major findings

from the first four studies will provide information on enroll-

ments, accessibility, potential program duplication, and pro-

prietary schools. Additional information will be added-on

student financial aid, financial support, interinstitutional

cooperation, the historical development of Georgia education,

and governance of the University System of Georgia. The issues

and problems study will furnish assessments of the educational

goals, aspirations, and values of Georgians. The statewide,

plan section of this report suggests how these informational

and attitudinal inputs can be combined td produce a statewide

plan for postsecondary learning in Georgia.

7
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This report is not composed of neat planning packages

that may be taken off the shelf and applied without modification

to the Georgia scene. The changing capacilities of the GPEC staff,

"the availability of assistance from other consultants, additional

insights gained from analysis of preliminary data, potential

unforeseen problems with data sources and quality, and similar

factors demand that the GPEC staff be prepared to modify the

recommended procedures where necessary. Moreover, with some

of the implementation being done by other consultants, it is

critical that GPEC staff delimit the consultants' task and

maintain effective control over the management of the studies.

Such a strategy will yield the timely information necessary

for planning without deluging the GPEC with superflous data

and analysis.



PoSTSECONDARY EDUCATION ENROLLMENT STUDIES

In the current, fluctuating educational en-i onment,

enrollment measurement and projection studies are highly

irilportant. To capture changing conditions, these studies

must be performed frequently and revised often. Given the

current state of the postsecondary education data base in

Georgia, the staff capabilities of GPEC, and time constraints,

we are suggesting a modest beginning for GPEC enrollment studies.

However, we are also recommending a heavy investment of effort

in improving the data base and projection techniques, an effort

that in several years may result in reasonably sophisticated

enrollment measurement and projection.

We recommend that the OPEC enrollment studies program be

cooposed of three stages. First, the GPEC should perform a

comprehensive assessment_of_ten-year enrollment:trends in Georgia

Postsecondary education. The data sources recommended for this

study are readily available and may be accessed with relative

ea$e. The resulting study will be significant in its own right

and will provide inputs to the issues and problems study and

to the statewide plan. Second, the GPEC should accompany en-

rollment trend information with a simple yet graphic projection

Of the potential postsecondary.learners in Georgia. This pro-

jeotion .is intended to present snapshots of what enrollments

illi5hIj2e if certain assumptions about the future are fulfilled.

When combined in the statewide plan, these two studies will

focus policy recommendations. Third, we suggest a concerted

effort to imEm_tmallmenLzeasurement and -rojection capa-

bilities in Georgia postsecondary education. To this end we

suggest issues specific to Georgia that should be considered

in,future enrollment studies, possible improved measures of

participation in Georgia postsecondary education, and proposed

Projection techniques. Although we believe that the first

two stages constitute a reasonable accomplishment for inclus _n

9



in the statewide plan, specific improvements suggested for the

third stage should be included in the statewide plan, if time

permits. Our suggestions are supported by a technical report

which discusses enrollment issues, techniques, and comparable

studies.

asurement of Ten-Year T-ends

For an analysis of ten-year enrollment trends in Georgia

postsecondary education, it is recommended that HEGIS data be

utilized as the primary source. Although this data has some

problems of comparability, quality, and completeness.that must

be dealt with in preparing the actual enrollment measurement,

HEGIS data covers all public and private, two- and four-year

institutions and is readily accessible. For enrollments in

proprietary schools, the recent GPEC survey is the best source--

indeed, the only source. Interstate migration patterns of

students and cohort attendance ratios are alSo to be assessed.

Figures 1 and 2 describe the data elements, sources, and

analysis that should be utilized in producing this ten-year

portrait of Georgia postsecondary education.

As we have defined it, the main thrust of the proposed

ten-year analysis is to describe the enrollment trends in

Georgia postsecondary education and to compare Georgia to the

conditions and trends in the nation and in one or two peer

states. This description and comparison would encompass en-

rollments, degrees granted, in-state/out-of-state migration,

and ratio of college attendance for different age cohorts.

Our experience has shown that the identification of the actual

combinations and stratifications of this data which best illus-

trate the changing conditions in Georgia can only occur as a

result of analyzing the actual data. We have, therefore, speci-

fied the types of comparison/stratification only.

It would be relatively simple to construct a data base

from readily available institutional sources so that enrollme t



FIGURE 1

DATA SOURCES

ENROLLMENT CHAI-LCTMISCS STUDY, FOR GEORGIA EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

DATA ELEMENTS

Institutional Data

(611ected for every

public/private post-

secondary school)

1. Total Headcount

Enrollments

a. By level

(undergraduate,

graduate( profes-

sional, "other")

b. First time

cBy sex,

d. By veterans

status

-e By full-time

part-time '

. Equivalent Full-

Time Students

(Possibly disaggre-

gated as above)

Degrees Granted

a. First professional,

bachelors, masters,

doctorate

b. By sex

1. In-State, Out-of-State

Migration

Gans
Different Age Groups

t

SOURCES

Enrollment data-s primary source

will be HEGIS det f(,r 1966-1974.

This will cover irth Tublic and

private 2-4-year colleges and

universities,

University L GeoIgia's rterl

Enrollment Oport is a potential

source of more current data than

HEGIS for 2-4-year public insti-

tutions. May be used as a more

timely sou:;ce of uspt" data.

Private universities must be dealt

with individually for spot data.

Proprietary schools were surveyed

in Spring of 1975 for enrollment

data. This is the only known data

source.

HEGIS data

SREB, ACE

Also, University SysteM of Georgia

institutions have their enrollment

broken down according to "in-state",

"out-of-state".

1970 Census

May be available on an annual basis

from the Bureau of the Census.

DISCUSSION

There will be some holes in

the HEGIS data, some of the

institutions will have,re-

ported improperly, and there

may be definitional changes

to wrestle with. Still, the

REGIS data is the best com-

prehensive data available.

Same caveats apply.

SREB and ACE data may be

spotty, but changes in migra-

tion should be pursued.

Should be able to generate

good trend data by institution

or by type.

For immediate use, already

calculated cohort attendan e

ratios should be used..



FIGURE 2
ANALYSIS TO BE PERFORNED FoR THE GEORGIA ENROLLMENT STUDY

ANALYTICAL APPROACH PROCEDURE/DISCUSSION

A. General Portrait of
Geor ia Enrollment
Patterns

There are, of course, a vast number of permuta-
tions and combinations of data that-are possible..'

Some of these combinations would-become evident
only through the actual analysis of the data,

however.

The following general types 9f comparison are

suggested:

A. 1.-Comparison of enrollment growth in_ different,.
types of institutions (public/private; uni-7;
versities,.-state colleges, junior collegeS,
proprietary schools) with enrollments-alter
natively_stratified by full-time/part-tirrie,-_-..
degree/non-degree (if possible), sex, rade.
Also, compare headcount and full-time equi-::

valent enrollment stratified by institutiona
type and by level

2. Comparison of Georgia trends to national,

trends. Stratify by full-time/part-time,
institutional type, and level.

Comparison of Georgia's enrollment_trends
with one or two comparable states in the
southeast_such as Tennessee or North
Carolina.a

The source of data for the Georgia, national, and
peer state comparisons would be HEGIS annual
surveys.

The findingS should be displayed in tabular and
graph form.

B. The analysis of degrees granted information may-
be best left to a future report. It may be
handy, however, to-calculate and plot a "degreei

granted/enroliment" ratio.

C. Comparison of changes in student migration
will_illustrate how effectively Georgia is

meeting the needs of its students.

D. If possible, the "cohort attendance ratiOe o
Georgia should be traced over time. This may
have to be left to a future data, however, de-
pending on the availability of the data.
At the very least, 1970 attendance ratios in
Georgia should be compared to national and
regional data to show how much Georgia can
grow before reaching saturation.

a By applying the techniques devised by Kent Halstead in Statewide P1anning

in HigherEducatiOnuNo!rth-Carolina and Tennessee were Identified as

Georgia's Closest peerfs. These calculations comprise a technical report

13appendix to this report.'
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data can be compared -ro institutional characteristics and

financial information. Financial data- and faculty data are
_

available from HEGIS. However, it is strongly recommended

that the specific needs for such comparisons be identified

before constructing the data base. Suoh comparisons are not

central to the study of enrollment trends. However, they

may be important portions of an evaluation of the level of

support of individual ins itutions.

Proje- ion of Potential PostsecOnda Lea n:

The statewide plan should contain a- historical assessment

of enrollment trends and some conception of where enrollments

are heading. unfortunately, it is_ doubtful, that GPEC could

completely implement a truly comprehensive projeCtion method-

ologv, such as the one suggested in the last part of this

section, prior to the completion of the statewide plan. Mo- -

over, a weak projection may be subjected to harsh criticism.

In, order to fulfill the needs of the statewide plan without

overstepping its capacity, we are recommending that GPEC

implement a simple methodology to predict what enrollments

could be if certain key assumptions were met. In this way,---
levels of potential enrollment can be identified without

committing GPEC to any single level. Since enrollment levels

can be increased or decreased depending on the policies recom-

mended by the plan, this approach seems quite appropriate to a

statewide planning activity.

Figure 3 provides.a. simple schematic of the-technique-

recommended. The two driving factors are the projected ratio

of total ostsecondary enrollment to the size of the 18-24--ear-

old age cohort and the ro 'ected si!e of the_1.8-.24 cohort in

Georgia. Multiplied together, these driving factors yield

projected levels of enrollment. The projected size of the

18-24-yearold cohort should be available from Census sources

or from the Office of Planning and Budget. The projectlons of
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the cohort attendance ratio are to be derived by the GPEC staff

and are the vehicle for introducing assumptions about the future

of educational attendance in Georgia.

Although GPEC may generate as many alternati e projections

as they wish, several suggestions are included in the graph

farthest to the left of Figure 3. Assumption #1 posits that

the current cohort attendance ratio will continue to be constant

for the next ten years. This is a highly unlikely assumption,

given the low Georgia ratio relative to the rest of the nation,

the rise in adult learning, and the increasing economic well-

being of Georgians. Nevertheleas, what this projedtion will

reveal is that even if the attendance ratio remains constant,

there will be a large increase in postsecondary learners in

Georgia Thereason- is that Georgia's population-is _projected

to increase significantly, especially in Atlanta and among the

young. This projection will make a case for the need for con-

tinued growth in postsecondary learning.

Assumption #2 is more realistic: that cohort attendance

ratios will continue to grow at historical rates. The projected

line can be achieved by regression, simple averaging, calculation

of average yearly increments or whatever. These projections

may be done by the GPEC staff, armed with a desk calculator.

This line reflects the notion that an ever increasing proportion

of Georgians will continue to seek postsecondary learning. The

projected enrollments will show dramatic increases, due both

to increasing population and increasing participation rates.

Assumptions #3 and #4 assume, respectively, that_participation

will increaseat. rates slightly less than, and slightly greater

than, the historical trends. The projected ratios-may differ

on-the plus and minus side of the projeCtion of historical'trends

by 5 or 10%, depending on the wishes of the GPEC staff. The de-

creased rate of growth_of participation could be attributed to a

disenchantment with higher education as has been evidenced in

some other states. The increasing rate of participation could

be due to burgeoning adult )_earning. Both of these projections

would nevertheless shOw increasing postsecondary enrollments to

15
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Figure 3

PROJECTION OF DOTENTIAL POSTSECONDT LEARNERS

Ratio of Postsecondary Enrollment to x Size of the 18-24 YearOld

the Size of the 18-24 Year Old Population Population

2

e

1

,

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

Assumption #1: Enrollment ratio

will remain constant at 1975

level (highly unlikely) :

Assumption #2: Enrollment ratio

will continue to grow at

historical rate

Assumption #3: Enrollment ratio

will grow, but at a reduced

fate

Assumption 114,: Enrollment ratio

will grow at an accrlorated

rate

Potential Postsecondary

Enrollment

4

2

/

3
/

1

r

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

Assumptions carried over from

projection of enrollment ratio
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1985.

,The particular projections of participation rates .generated

are at the discretion of the GPEC staff. The critical point is

that by having available alternative potential enrollments, the

statewide planner may choose from a selection of possible

futures. If the GPEC staff is able to proceed far enough in

implementing the projection techniques suggested later in this

report, it should do so. Such improved methodologies could be

used to project a more-sophisticated and detailed projection

that could be considered a "most likely"-scenario. However,

there is still- merit in prOviding for the statewide plan a

variety of alternative projections reflecting different possi-

bilities for postsecondary learning in Georgia.

I proving Enrollment Measure ent and Pro ection Capabilities

The data sources and techniques identified for the assessment

of ten-year trends and the projection of potential postsecondary

learners are within the capabilities of the GPEC, assisted by

various consultants. While adequate to the requirements of an

initial enrollment study and the statewide plan, these data

and analytical techniques need to be improved to provide a more

advanced product that addresses Georgia's particular needs. The

following discussion recommends such improvements. Some of these

recommendations may be implementable prior to the completion of

the initial enrollment study and statewide plan; if so, they

should be included in those efforts. Otherwise, the GPEC should

strive to implement these recommendations for future use in

measuring, analyzing, and predicting postsecondary enrollments.

S ecial Needs of Enr011ent Studies inGeor.ia

Given the fact that the South is lagging several years

behind educational developments in other states, Georgia is

-provided with a unique opportunity to learn from the problems

18



being experienced nationwide that have not ye- intruded upon

the-Georgia scene. In particular, the problems that many

states experienced in predicting the decline in enrollment

rates of 18-19-year-olds and in dealing with the repercussions,

in assessing the reality of the predicted growth in adult

learning, and in providing educational opportunity to match

potential demands in growing metropolitan areas may be avoidable

in Georgia through appropriate data analysis and policy modifi-

cation.

Following years of continued'increases, in 1969 the percent

of male high school graduates in the nation who chose, to enroll

in postsecondary education declined. The end of the draft and

declining perceived rewards from college were the posited causes

of this phenomenon, which in turn contributed-toward declining

enrollments in several types of institutions. EnrollMents in

Georgia,.on the other hand have continued to grow, and can

probably be expected to continue to grow in the future, given

the projections of expansion for the state. In order to avoid

the problems experienced by other states, it would behoove

Georgia to begin to monitor how much of its institutional en-

rollment growth is due,to increasing population, and how much

is due to increasing attendance rates among the traditional

18-24-year-old learner cohort. Indeed, the peak rate of atten-

dance identified by the national data can be used as a rate

which Georgia may continue to approach, but will probably-never

exceed, especially given 'Georgia's relatively low rate of high

school completion.1

Many institutions that have experienced enrollment plateaus

or declines are placing much stock in attracting legions of "adult

learners" that will swell their enrollments. In reality, different

institutions (such as urban centers with Adult-oriented programs

1
According to Kent L. Halstead's Statewide Planning in Higher
Education, Georgia in 1969-70 waS 41.1=1 among the-50 stdtes.ih
Ehe per6entage of its 17-year-old population having a high
school education (67%).

19



and schedules) will attract larger proportions ofthese new

learnerS. There is no reliable guide as to how large the

potential market for adult learners might be. Much of the

popularity of adult learning may ultimately depend on economic

well-being and on/whether the state will provide'support for

non-degree credit learning activities. It is important, however,

for Georgia to begin to monitor the number of adult learners

enrolled in its institutions. Public and institutional policy

can be influenced by these demonstrat_ons of adult learner

demand.

It is important for Georgia to differentia-_e between its

enrollments in its more rural portions and in ,its metropolitan

areas. In 1974, a rough analysis of population reveals that

-roughly 2,720,000 of Georgia's 4,786,000 peop/e lived in the

counties comprising the Georgia portions of the Albany, Atlanta,

Augusta, Chattanooga, Columbus, Macon, and SaVatnah metropolitan

areas.
2 Most of the predicted growth in Georgia's population

over the next three decadeS will-be in these metropolitan areas,

especially Atlanta. For example, the Atlanta Regional Commission

estimates that in the year 2000, the Atlanta metropolitan area

will have swelled from its present population of 1.7 million,:

people to somewhere between three and four million Georgians.

Enrollment measurement and projection mustbegit to focus

these conditions.

Enrollment studies should interfere esPeCially closely with

accessibility studies, since limited accessibility for commuters

and adult learners may limit the potential enrollments that may

be achieved. Atlanta is a particularly telling :case in point.

With most of the major institutions in downtown Atlanta, and

most of the growth occurring in the suburban counties, the

potential enrollment of commuting learners may tot be achieved.

2
Compilation of data from U.S. Bureau of cen
Eopulation Reports: Population Estimates

Us Current

3
Atlanta Regional Commission, EfmaiLism. and Economic
to the Year 2000. October, 1973. 41

These projections suggest that Georgia's population may also

be younger than the national average'. ,

2 0
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And if the downtown institutions offer progrmms that meet the

needs of downtown Atlantans, they may not attract learners

from outlying regions.

Im oved Measures of Participation _in Georgia PSE

The enrollment projection model that is being recommended

is powered by two driving factors: population and the percentage

of people in each age cohort that attend college. In order to'

utilize this model and to better understand participation is

postsecondary education in Georgia, it isnecessary to -be -able

to measure,the number of persons in different age groups that-

have attended postsecondary education, and to predict future ---

populations in these-cohorts. Attendance-ratios for_the- futu_e

Can then be predicted, multiplied by population predictions,

and predicted enrollments are thus_calculated. Population pre-

dictions are reasonably available and_accurate. Attendance

ratios are most difficult to attain.

Pigure-4-shows,-the_data sources that would be necessary

to calculate attendance.ratios and population projections. There

is still a chance that historical attendance ratios for Georgia

may be available from a "canned" data source. Otherwise, they

should be calculated from Georgia enrollment and'population data,

if possible. It may be necessary to utilize imperfect attendance
_-

ratios; for example, the ratio of college enrollments to the popu-

lation Of 18-19-year-olds is an imperfect ratio that may be better

than nothing for Georgia. Or the ratio of total enrollments in

Georgia institutions to the total population could be used as a

ratio, the out-of-state migration being assumed to remain con-

stant, and the distribution of learners in different age groups

being aSsumed to remain constant as well. Hopefully, however,
4

a more legitimate set of attendance ratios can be calculated.

4 Another potential ratio is the ratio of enrollments to the sum ,

of Georgia high school enrollments over the last six years. This
technique waS used in College Enrollments and Pro'ections in

North Carolina, 197571980. Research Report 2-75 May-1975) UNC,

Chapel Hal, North Caro lila.
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FIGURE 4

RECOMMENDED NEW SOURCES OF DATA TO BE INCLUDED IN

FUTURE GPEC ENROLLMENT STUDENTS

CATEGORY OF DATA/

SPECIFIC DATA ELEMENT SOURCE/DISCUSSION

Population Measurements

and Prolections

1. National Population

Statistics

;a. Historical, and

projections

b. Stratified by age

cohorts, race, sex

2. Georgia Population

Statistics

,a. Historical, stratified

by counties, age cohorts,

race, and sex

b. Projections

(1) By county

(2) Hy age, race, and sex

Historical Enrollment b- Age, Race,

and Sex

1, National Data

a. By age

b.-By race and sex

2. Georgia

a. Age, race, sex

!, Historical Enrollment by

County Censui Tract

Historical: Ten-year census figures and annual updates using

sampling techniques. Annual updates are a year old.

Projections: Annual projection of population, disaggregated

by age cohorts.

Historical and Current: Census data. The Office of Planning

and Budget provides an annual update of population by county

which they feel is more accurate than census. .

Projections: The OPB provides a ten-year projection of Popu-

lation by age, race and sex. They also are preparing a

county-by-county projection for five-year intervals to the

year 2000.

Census yearly update of school enrollment by age, race, and

sex for nation. REGIS contains breakdown by sex.

REGIS contains breakdown by sex. Census may have tapes which

could be accessed for Georgia statistics by age, race and sex.

Alternately, the University System of Georgia c011ects the

following information in its Quarterly Enrollment Report:

I. Enrollment disaggregated by'race and sex.

2, Freshman enrollments stratified by age, sex, residency.

Ten-year census has school enrollments by Census Tract and

County. Yearly update needs,to be investigated. The Universit:

System of Georgia may have such data on total enrollments or

entering freshmen on a report form other than the Quarterl

Ruoq. Or the data may be available institutionally. Ad itiol

to population projections: ARDC's, especially Atlanta Regional

Commission, are treasure troves of projections of economic,

population, and sociological statistics.
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Pro.osed P o ection Techfli.ueS

A number of biases have entered into the construction of .

the proposed projection methodology. These .biases have been

formulated as a result of the-analysis of existing projection

techniques that is discussed in the.technical report. First,

we believe enrollment projection should describe-as well as

predict. ProjectionS that merely extrapolate trends. in the

level of enrollment do pot explain why enrollments are increasing

and do not allow for anticipating plateauing enrollments. The

proj'eotion of cohort attendance ratios.does. Accomplish these.

ends. Ed'cond, statistics and analytical approaches Should be

utilized to enlighten, not obscure. Highly sophisticated_

methods of extrapolation..are not.as.useful_as. sound:educational

judgment, especially during periods of profound charige- Third,

the use of the 18-21-Year-old cohort group must be broadened to

include adult learners. Fourth, there 3.6 nothing-magical. about

ten-year baseline periods, and .not every projection must go to

the year' 2000. Especially if rapid changes..are perceived to be

occurring-, long-term Projection is apt to be inaccurate, and

more effort should be expended to ascertain how conditions are

changing and why. Finally, enrollMent projeCtiOns ShoUld be

revised often. They should be considered more-like a working

budget than a grand design.

Figure5 explains a-suggested methodOlogy for using his-

torical enrollment data' Georgia-calculated attendance ratios

or "canned" ratios from other sources, and projections of popu-

lation to achieve a Projection of enrollment. The level of

disaggregation of the projections, the interval projected, the

"ceilings" and extrapolative techniques may vary from the simple

to the complex. The resources cited in the technical report

furnish guidance in selecting these factors.

The procedure discussed in Figure 5 projects total enroll-

ment and then divides it into in-state out-of-state, public/

private, and type of institution categories. Alternatively,

2 4



FIGURE 5

RECOMMENDED ENROLLMENT PROJECTION TECHNIQUE FOR FUTURE GPEC PROJECTIONS

PROCEDURES/STEPS DESCRIPTIoN

1) Exhaustively analyze ten-year enrollment

history. Disaggregate enrollment data

on the basis of:

(a) age cohorts'

(b) sex/race

(e) public/private

(d) UniVersity, state college, junior

college, proprietary

(e) headcount vs. EFT

2) Collect data on the population, disagg e-

gated by:

(a) age cohort

(b) county (more important for accessi-

bility)

3) Calculate the percentage of persons in

each age cohort that have attended post-

secondary education over the historical

period,

4) Examine the trends in cohort attendance

over the ten-year period. Extrapolate

these trends into the future for the

desired periods.

5) Apply to the extrapolations of attendance

ratios any "ceilings" necessitated by:

(a) limited accesibility

(b) limitations imposed by a low rate o

high school graduation

(c) a natural ceiling suggested by a peak

in national attendance ratios that has

Take the total enrollments, disaggregate the data,

and analyze. This is the historical educational

data boe.

This is the historical population data base.

It may be possible to collect already calculated

attendance ratios from the Census,or alternate

Sources. If so, use the "canned". ratios.

Be guided in the extrapolation by the nature of the

trends. Por example, if there is a clear upward or

downward trend, merely, extrapolate the full time

period, using appropriate smoothing techniques, or

whatever. If there is a "peak" or "valley" in the

historical data, it may make more sense to use the

most recent five-year period or even a three-year

period as the base period. If the attendance ratios

have fluctuated up and down, the most recent ratio

may be assumed for the future, or perhaps some mean.

This is a "creative" stage in the extrapolation in

which the projectors' knowledge of Georgia postsec-

ondary education is used to modify projection of

potentially absurd attendance ratios.
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FIGURE 5

Continued

PROCEDURES/STEPS

6) Multiply the projected attendance ratios by

the projected population in each age cohort

tO achieve the projected enrollment in each

age cohort.

7) From the historical trends in the educational

data base, extrapolate ratios for the distri-

bution of total nuMber of Georgians attending

postsecondary institutions.

Use the following distributions:

(a) in-3tate/out-of-state

(b) private/public

(c) university/state coll -e 'unior college.

proprietary

(d) graduate/undergraduate

Apply floors and ceilings to the extra-

polation of distributions, just as before.

) Multiply the distribution ratios times the

total headcount enrollment to calculate the

final projected enrollments in each category.

27

DESCRIPTION

This step arriVes at a total headcount enrollment

figure.for Georgians attending postsecondary

educational institutions.

This step divides total headcount

its various components.

This distribution may be as simple or as complicated

as desired. To be useable and understandable,

moderation is urged. It is, of course, possible to

extrapolate attendance ratios for each type of

attendance institution, and not have to worry about

this distribution step. The choice is the projectors'

-011ment into
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each of these ca-egories could be projected individually. The

advantage to the recommended approach is that some notion of

the total maximum attendance ratio for each age cohort, based

on the experiences of the nation, can be used as an "upper

limit" or "ceiling". This device may prevent the projection

or prediction of a cohort attendance ratio that is simply too

high for Gebrgia to ever achieve. Should the GPEC desire, it

might be possible to create several projections: One a "maximum"

projection, another a "minimum" projection, and a third "most

likely" projection.

The recommended primary projection methodology and "multiple

projections alternative" produce enrollment projections for

general postsecondary planning. Especially in comparing the roles

of proprietary schools and the occupational offering of community

colleges and state colleges, the GPEC may eventually want to get

into the business of manpower forecasting To accomplish this,

the GPEC could project the number of persons employed in certain

occupational and professional areas, the number of graduates from

Georgia occupational programs that are employed in these sorts

of programs, or some combination of these factors, possibly

stratified by age cohorts. (This assumes the importance of

re-education. It may be possible to deal mainly with the 18-24

age cohort if the size of the adult learning population for

occupational studies is small.)

Figure 6 provides a simple comparison of the three projection

alternatives suggested: the primary projection methodology, the

multiple prolections alternative, and the manpower projection

option. These suggestions serve different purposes, and are

meant to complement, not supplant, each other. This figure

may be compared with Figure 8 in the attached technical paper,

which compares and contrasts a number of important national

enrollment studies.

Attached is an annotated bibliography of data sources, en-

rollment projections, and population/economic forecasts that may

be helpful in Georgia's enrollment studies efforts.

2 9



FIGURE 6

DESC' nTION OF RECOMMENDED ENROLLMENT PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Characteristics

ml UcIALU6k.w go Pu%.4'llutiCLV.1

Primary Recommended

Projection (Figure 4)

Multiple Projections Manpower Projection

Option

Strategy Trend extrapolation

modified by educational

judgment

Same Same ,

.

Purpose Educational data for

'general postsecondary

planning

Same Manpower data for

identifying specific

manpower needs-
Underlying

Assum tions

1. Extiapolation of

genuine trends is

most valid method1

2. Must deal,with the

traditional 18-21

and 22=24 cohorts

as well as adult

learners 25 and

beyond.

3 Be flexible in

choosing trends.

Use cohort atten-

dance ratios.

...Be especially

aware of changing

conditions.

Same

Provide multiple

projections re-

flecting multiple

futures.

Same

Focus on specific

manpower needs in

certain occupations.

If possible, use

cohort attendance

ratios within each

occupational

grouping. If not,

just project the

manpower needs of

each grouping.

Base Period Use ten-year historical

data. Select portion of

thEi; base period that

yields the trend which

applied to the future.

Same Sam

Projection

Period

In one-year increments

for ten years into the

future. In five-year

increments beyond that

point.

Same Same



Primary Recommended

FIGURE 6

Continued

Alternatives Recommended

Multiple Projec ions

Projection (Figure 4)

Attendance ratios of

different cohort groups

and population projec7

tions of the cohorts,

Same

Manpower Projection'

Option

Projected manpower

needs of certain

occupations

No Yes No



ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

DATA SOURCES, ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS, AND POPULATION/ECONOMIC
-

FACTORS USEUL IN GEORGIA ENROLLMENT STUDIES

DATA SOURCES

Georgia Department of Education, "Statistical Report 1972-7
Available in the following year, this annual report
describes the primary/secondary school enrollments in
Georgia.

2. Office of Planning and Budget, "Commuting Patterns, 1970".
This document describes how many people commute to and
from different coun-Ues in the course of their work.

Office of- Planning and Budget, "The State of the State".
To be available later this year, this document,will
contain charts, figures, and narrative_relating to
transportation, education, and population in the
State of Georgia.

4 U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Census, General
Characteristics of. the Population, Report of the 19-70
CenSus. -PrbVides a census tract by census tract des-
cription of the characteristics of the population.

5 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, School
Enrollment in the United States, Current Population
RepOrta-Seri5S-P-20, Publication 261, Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office.

During the interval between the censuses, a number of
sampling surveys are utilized to fill in data in inter-
vening years. This report provides data on school en-
rollment of the-population with categorizations according
to age, race, sex, and other characteristics. The issue
appears in March of each year, following a survey made
in October of the previous calendar year.

6. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office
of,Education, Higher Education General Information
Survey, Opening Fall Enrollments in Higher Education,
Washington, D.C.: GovETIE-6131-757-i-riErng Office.

Currently, the 1973-74 data are available--the lead
time required to finalize this information is nearly
two years, although spot data may be available on
request. This survey is a valuable source of infor-
mation on public and private institutions.
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In addition to providing enrollment data on computer
tapes, NCES has recently announced the availability
of HEGIS-collected enrollment data through an online
information access system titled EDSTAT. Data can be
secured for all years in which HEGIS has been used
and can be related to financial, institutional, and
degree characteristics.

7. U.S. Department of Health,. Education, and Welfare, Office
of Education, Higher Education General Information
Survey, Students Enrolled for Advanced Degrees,
WashingtOn7-0C.: Government Printing-Off

This is more HEGIS information, and the same de
tions, in general, apply.

8 University System of Georgia, "Quarterly Enrollment Report".
Each quarter the Georgia System collects a fairly com-
plete bank of information that largely parallels the
HEGIS information. This can be a handy source of
timely "spot" data.

ENROL MENT PROJECTIONS FOR GE RGIA

The following enrollment projections may be useful as
benchmarks in future enrollment study activities.

1. C.L. Hohenstein & Associates, "Georgia Higher Education
Enrollment Projection, 1970 Through 1980" (Reference
Document #18),. May 1, 1970.

2. C.L. Hohenstein & Associates, "Statement of MethodClogy
for Refinement of Enrollment Projections" (Reference
Document #20-A), July 23, 1970.

3. C.L. Hohenstein & Associates, "Conceptual Models and Pro-
jections for Georgia Higher Education, 1970 Through
1980" (Reference Document #20), October 15, 1970.

4 Hohenstein & Associates, "Interim Projections of
Enrollment in Georgia Higher Education Institutions"
(Reference Document #23), March 31, 1971.

5. C.L. Hohenstein & Associates, "Georgia Higher Education
Enrollment Projections by Institutions, 1972 through
1985" (Reference Document #29), December 15, 1972.

6. C.L. Hohenstein & Associates, "Supplement to Georgia
Higher Education Enrollment Projections, 1972 Through
1985" (Reference Document #31) , March, 1973.



POPULATION ECONO IC STUDIES

Atlanta Regional Commission, Population and Economic
Forecasts to the Year 2000, Atlanta Region&
CommisaiOn Planning Area, October 1973.

This is not a regularly repeated study. It is
a good means of assessing the projected growth
of Atlanta.

Contains preliminary population projections,
non-farm and salary employment projections,
number of households, distribution of civilian
non-farm wage and salary employment, distribution
of families by income range, population by five-
year 'groups, 1970 and 2000.

2 Atlanta Regional Commission, The Atlanta Region: Frame-
work_ for the Future,. Sec6FT Interim StatUS Repart,

NFerT4oierTr774:7

Provides transportation alternatives for Atlanta
metroarea. These sorts of considerations have
important implications for the future accessibility
of institutions in the Atlanta area.

Atlanta Regional Commission, 197_4 Po ulation and Housing,
ARC.

Shows direction of population migration in Atlanta.
Housing units.

4. Atlanta Regional Commission, Comparative Revenue Study of
the Atlanta Metro Area, ARC.

'Shows property taxes, utility fees, business taxes,
and license fees in the Atlanta metro.area. Helpful
potentially in determining future taxability of the
citizens in the area.

5 U.S. :Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Current Pdpulation Reports: Population Estimates,
WashIngton, D.C.: GOVernment -Printin4 offrEg7---
Estimates of the current population of Georgia
counties. Available in October for population
estimates for July of the previous calendar year.

6. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Pro-
jections of the Population of the United Statei--
by-Age-and-Sek-,- 1777E6771T2U7 Wailain4tOn:, D.C.:
Governm PYThErii4 office. Current Population
Reports Series P-25.

Available in December ofeach year.
Provides national enrollment projection.

6
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TECHNICAL REPORT: ENROLLMENT PROJECTION STUDIES

The Purpose of This Technical Ap endix

For some time, the projection of future enrollments was

a largely technical task that was given low priority in the

educational community. However, the poor track record of re-

cent enrollment projection techniques and concern in recent

years over the redefinition of postsecondary education have

led to an increased awareness of the importance of enrollment

studies. Through the measurement and projection of the number

of learners of which particular types will be engaging in

postsecondary education in the future, we shape our way of

looking at the future. Enrollment studies play an important

role in that process. Educators have come to realize that

enrollment studies involve important educational decisions

and should not be abandoned to the technocrat or statistician.

The purpose of this brief technical report is to identify

resource material and assist the layperson in becoming familiar

with how to measure the predict enrollments. This activity re-

quires, first of all, an understanding of the issues and prob-

lems confronting postsecondary education; only secondarily does

it require a reasonable level of technical skill. Our bias is

toward having enrollment studies formulated by individuals who

understand educational issues and decision making, assisted by

persons possessing technical competence. The following pages

consist of two parts: (1) a discussion of enrollment study

methodologies and (2) a presentation of some of the findings

of recent national enrollment data, and how these may be useful

to Georgia.

The Principl s and Corn.onents of Enrollment S udies

It is a common error to assume that the crucial ingredient

3
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in enrollment studies is the projection/prediction technique.

In actuality, the key basic ingredient in enrollment studies

is the creative and comprehensive measurement of the charac-

teristics that describe participation in postsecondary educa-

tion. The best projection methodology falls apart in the

absence of good data, or if the categories measured reflect

obsolete concepts of participation in postsecondary education.

Enrollment data must be disaggregated--which means stratified--.

to adequately describe different groups of learners. Until

recently, measures of enrollments have failed to reflect the

diversity of learners participating in postsecondary education.

In the case of proprietary schools, we have not even measured

total enrollment.

It is a truism of enrollment studies that at any point in

time, many of the data categories desired are not available in

the form requested or for all of the years wanted. Imperfect

data must be used for current studies. One of the most important

outcomes of enrollment studies is to refine our current definitions

and data collection procedures so that future efforts will have

the use of better data.

Once data is collected and is combined in projection

models, there are three factors that determine the nature of- the

projection outcomes. The EL2i2cII2E_EIDI, is the particular

methodology utilized in projecting enrollments. The oblective

-f the projection is the intended use to be made of the outcomes.

The mitElxim_aanmEimE of the inputs and methodologies also

influence the products. A more detailed discussion of these

factors may be found in several of the references cited in the

bibliography.
1

The most common form of projection strategy is trend ex-
_

trapolation, in which any of a number of analytical techniques

1'
Mangelson, Wayne, Donald Norris, Nick Poulton, and John Seeley,
"National Enrollment Projection Studies", Planning for Higher

_ _

Education December 1974.

3 8
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are used to extend trends from a base-line period into the

future.
2 In recent years, however, extrapolative techniques

have been combined with alternative policy assumptions to create

a series of alternate projections reflecting different policy

alternatives. Also, futurist approaches have abandoned extra-

polation in favor of creating scenarios of the future in which

they base their prediction of future conditions. Thus, the

forecaster has a wide variety of strategies available for his

use.

The objectives of the projection also influence its creation.

The definitions used, assumptions made, types of output categories

projected, and to some degree the methodology are all influenced

by the objectives of the projection. These objectives may include

manpower supply forecasts, development of demographic descrip-

tions, or the creation of planning data. The underlying assump-

tions of each projection are largely determined by the strategy

and purpose of,a projection, but they must nevertheless be

identified. Too often these assumptions are ignored by users

of the projection outputs.

Table 1 in the previously cited "National Enrollment Pro-

jection Studies" by Mangelson, et al provides a detailed critique

of a number of recent studies. Figure 7 is an updated descrip-

tive analysis of three of the most important enrollment pro-

jections: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Office of Education,

and Carnegie Commission.
3 While understanding the elements of

these projections is important for a variety of reasons, their

citation here is to emphasize that perpetrators of enrollment-

studies must clearly identify and justify the strategies,pur-

poses, asSumptions, and driving f ctors.

2

For an exhaustive, yet readable, discussion of different
techniques, see Paul Wing, iii2112r Education Enrollment Fore-
casting: A Manual for State Level Agencies, NCHEMS, 1974.

The updated version of this figure was prepared by Nick L.
Poulton of the Office of Institutional Research at The
University of Michigan.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL E_ PROJECTIONS

CharacterIstics
U.S, Bureau of

the Census

U.S. Office of
Education Carnegie Commission

Strategy Trend Extrapolation Trend Extrapolation Trend Extrapolation

Purpose
Demographic projection
for U.S. (long-term)

Education data for
general planning
short-term)

Background data for
recommendations and
planning (long-torm)

Underlying
Assumptions

I) Increasing high school
graduation and con-
tinuation-to-college
rate

2) Constant 1969 school
level distribution

3) Unchanging cohort en-
roliment pattern

1972:

1) Continuation of all
past 10 year trend

2) 18-21 cohort is
valid predictor of
enrollments

3) Validity of 20 year
span for projection
(10 year base for
10 year projection)

1975: (1972 4-) .

1) 18 age cohort and
first-time enroll-
mant Is valid base
for total.

2) Validity of recent
1-3 year trend
where 10 year trend
falls,

1971:

1) Continuation of past
population patterns
and enrollment ratio
trends

2) Adequate funding and
Increasing high school
graduation rate and
per capita Income

1973:
I) Reduced continuations

rates

2) Recommendations from
Toward A Learning
Society, 1973.

1975'
1) Various enrollment

trends by student
level, attendance,
age, sex, etc.

2) Increasing white,
male rates.

3) No draft

4) Increased student
aid

Date Published January, 1972 1972-1975 1971, 1973, 1975

ProjectionPeriod 1975-2000 10 year Interval to year 2000

Frequency Single Study Annual Occasional

Driving
Factors

14-34 population pro-
jection and enrollment
rates by sex

.

1972:
1) 18-21 population

projection (series0
2) 18-21 enrollment

ratio by sex

1975: (1972 0
1) First-time enroll.

ment to age 18 by
sex.

971:
1) 18-21 population

projection (series D)
2) 18-21 enrollment

ratios

1973:
Population projection
(series E)

1975:

1) Population prniPeti,,n
(Series F)

2) Disaggregate enroll-
ment rates.

Multiple
Projections

YES (parameter changes) 1972 - No; 1975-Yes,
parameter changes)

Tes (policy/recommendatior
alternatives)

Projected
Categories

Total degree-credit
2) Male-female
3) Age Groups (14-34)

4 0
-7q-

1) Total enrollment
2) Degree/nondegree

Undergrad/graduate
-ale/female

5 2 year/4 year
6) Full-time/part-time

7) Public/private
8) FTE

9) Flrst-time

1) Total enrollment
2) Undergrad/graduate

Policy increments
.

1975:
(above 0
student level (by age)



Cornarison of Recent National Enrollment P o ections

Georgia is in an advantageous position to utilize

national enroliment:Studies. Sinee educationaldevelopments.

in thestate have lagged behind,the nation as a whole by Several

years, Georgians can use national studies as leading indicators

of what they may eXPect_to encounter in the years-ahead, .Given.-

the gloomy projections ofifUture enrollments in certain segments

of poStsecondary'-eddcation -nationwide-- this is-a potentially

valuable-capability.
National enrollment-projection-studies have enjoyed varying

degrees of success in predicting actual. enrollments. 'As long

as the five- to ten-year trends utilized by:national projections:

have continued, their results have been fairly accurate. Given'

the ups and downs of American higher education over the past two---

decades, however, these projection studies have been wrong as

often as they have been right. For example, the enroilment

projections of the sixties, which were based on the enrollment

trends of the fifties, consistently .underestimated the actual.

enrollments during the period of great growth for educational

institutions. On the other hand, the enrollment projections of

the early seventies' which were based on the trends experienced

iduring the growth years of the sixties, consistently overestimated

actual enrollments nationwide.

The poor track record of enrollment projections in the

past several years and plateauing enrollments in some institutions

have led to a number of interesting modifications in enrollment

projection. Many observors 'have come to realize the weaknesses

of heavy reliance on pure trend extrapolation. Given events-of

the past several years, the U.S. Officeof Education has modified

its extrapolative techniques by abandoning the use of ten-year

base period for extrapolation and by using the ratios and statis-

tics for-the most recent one to three years as a basis for trend

extrapolation. In some case- USOE has merely extended current

4 1
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attendance ratios into the future. Also reacting to perceived

weaknesses in projection techniques and the uncertain condition

of postsecondary education in the future, other projections have

arisen that question the basic assumptions of previous predictors.

For example, Stephen Dresch predicts a steady erosion of the

economic returns of education and a sig6ifidWnt-decline in en-

rollments. Howard Bowen, an advocate of the Learning Society,

predicts a huge increase in enrollment by the year 2000 as adult

learners are drawn into the educational system. While one may

argue with these assumptions, the point is that the educational

community is being confronted with enrollment projections that

depart from standard extrapolative techniques and that provide

a variety of alternatives regarding the future of education.

Projections have come to be recognized as an important policy

tool and are receiving a great deal of scrutiny.

The following figures illustrate the variety in enrollment

projections. Figure 8 is an updated version of-the chart in the

previously cited "National Enrollment Projection Studies". It

demonstrates the variability in projections caused by different

assumptions, methodologies, and'definitions. The general shape

of many of these projections is similar, however. The shape

reflects the belief that total enrollments nationwide will

experience a plateauing or decline in the 1980's, as the growth

in the number of younger learners declirps, but will increase

again in the l990's. The prediction that the 1980's could

witness a decline in enrollments caused a great furor that con-

tributed to the appearance of "alternative" projeztions cited

earlier. Figure 9 illustrates some of these alternatives; the

variability in their projections is striking.

Attached is an annotated bibliography of the key readings

on the concepts and methodologies of enrollment projections and

a bibliography of important enrollment projections.
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+200%

+175% wa

+150%

+125% .1.

-4-100% A.

+75%

+50%

+25%

-25%

Figure 9

COMPARISON BETWEEN ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES
AND THE 1974 LEVEL OF ENROLLMENT (COMPARISON IN PERCENTAGES)

V'Howard Bowen
Possibilities°

4X1,eslie and Mill

Possibilities(1

t

1980 1990

tt

tl

Froomkin Scenarios

(1974)

Carnegie I
4 (1971)

Carnegie II
(1973)

2000

Edward Hollander (1974)

Dresc. (1974)

Ecr a more detailed discussion of the above projections, the reader
should examine More Than Survival, by the Carnegie Foundation for the
kdvancement of Teaching, SawYrancisco:Jossey-Bass, 1975, pp.39-49, 141-14

he above graph is a slightly different and more graphic of the work

.ound in More Than Survival.

The emroliments projected on the basis of Howard Bowen's and Leslie and
Miller's assumptions about the future assume the development of the so-cal
"learning Society" and the expenditure of an ever growing share of the
GNP on postsecondary learning.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

SUGGESTED READINGS ON THE CONCEPTION OF ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS

AND ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Priorities for Action:
Final Report of the Carnegie CommissrEn on a-41er Education,
New York: McGrawHiTI7T97T (See Technical Note A).

This reference is of interest because it demonstrates some
of the ways in which the Carnegie Commission has modified
its enrollment projections to suit its changing conception-
of what postsecondary education would/should be like.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, More Than Surviva , San

Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975..
. . _

_ _ _ _ _

This reference is a must. In discussing the adaptation
of postsecondary education to the current period of
Lselective growth and retrenchment, enrollment analysis

and alternative projection strategies play-key. roles.
Although.aome of the approaches utilized are aimplistic,
they demonstrate the growing convidtion that enrollthent
studies must seek new approaChes.

Folger, John K., "On Enrollment Projections: Clearing Up The
Crystal Ball", Journal of. Higher Education, Vol. XLV,
No. 6, June 19747-----_

This brief, concise article discusses the special _impor-

tance of enrollment projections and what enrollment
studies must achieve in the coming years. This is a
handy article for the layperson.

Mangelson, Wayne L., Donald M. Norris, Nick L. Poulton, and
John A. Seeley, Projecting College and University Enroll-
ments: Analyzing-Ehe Past aFia FocusiffT EffgFEEET-g,THZ--
universIETUFRichigan: Center for the Study of Higher
Education, January 1974.

This monograph provides a critique/analysis of existing
projection methodologies and a conceptualization of what
future enrollment studies should contain. It includes
a fairly extensive bibliography of data sources and
references pertaining to forecasting and futurism.

Norris, Donald M., Nick L. Poulton, and John A. Seeley,
"National Enrollment Projection Studies", Planning for
Higher, Education, Society of College'and URIVIEY
Planners, Vol. 3, No. 6, December 1974.



This article is an updated comparison of existing pro-
jection studies. It is more concise than the preceding
monograph and contains highly useable visual displays.

Wing, Paul, Higher Education Enrollment Forecasting: A Manual
for State-:Level Agencies, National Center nY-IiigEer
Education Management Systems, 1974

_This excellent monograph furnishes a discussion of pro-
jection techniques that even the layperson can use. An
excellent bibliography is also provided.
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THE POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION ACCESSIBILTCY STUDY

In his letter of May 19, 1975, Dr. Robert J. Leonard,

Executive Director of GPEC, stated the purpose of the acces-

sibility study as being the identification of measures of

how accessible Georgia's postsecondary institutions are to

various population groups within the state. The sections

that follow represent an attempt to provide GPEC with such

measures, Section I identifieS and discusses factors which

influence accessibility. Planning and policy considerations

inherent-in the examination-of-certain-of-the factors.are

discussed. Section 2 reports findings for Georgia from earlier

accessibilities studies. Selected indices of accessibility are

compared for Georgia and-other states.. Section 3 outlines the

consultants' recommendations on the procedures to be'folloWed

by GPEC in conducting the accessibility study. Data elements,

data sources, and analytiCal procedures are identified and dis-

cussed.

SECTION 1: FACTORS AFFECTING POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
ACCESSIBILITY

The principal objective of accessibj.lity studies is to

determine the extent to which the postsecondary education

population is representative of the population in general .

and/or the population which a specific institution is intended

'to serve. The accessibility of a postsecondary institution or

system is largely determined by the fit between it and its po-

tential students on five types of factors: social, economic,

admissions, geographic and motivational. Obviously all or

none of these factors may constitute barriers to postsecondary

attendance for some students.

The paragraphs that follow discuss specific factors com-

prising each of the-five factor types in order to identify the

4 7
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various data elements which must be gathered in order to

effectively describe the institutional and general popu-

lations. Since the GPEC accessibility study will contribute

to the Commission's policyxecommendations contained in the

master plan, donsiderable space is also devoted -to planning

considerations whiCh are likely to arise as a result of building

certain factors into an accessibility study.

Social Factors

Social factors affecting accessibility include the race,

sex, and religion of the potential applicant and admissions

policies and practices of institutions relative to those factors.

Race and sex are the two factors,GPEC has stated an interest in

examining in the accessibility study, presumably due to the prob-

ability that racial minorities and women have been underrepre-

sented among postsecondary enrollments in Georgiainstitutions.

The existence until recently of functionally segregated public

institutions for blacks and whites of course supports the need

for examining the racial aspect of accessibility in Georgia.

At the same time, it surfaces a policy consideration which is

applicable as well to the factors of sex and religion.

Race, sex, and religion are factors affecting student

access to programs and institutions having a traditional clientele

with characteristics different than those of the. applicant. Con-

sequently, in spite of adopting nondiscriminatory practices,

institutions with traditional clientele will continue, for a

time; to be viewed as, and in fact be, inadcessible to certain

sections of the population. Consequently, an examination of

the admissions policies or practices of an institution by race,

sex, religion, and age can be misleading for state-level policy

makers who are unfamiliar with the history and/or popular

"image" of an institution. Institutions may fail to attract

blacks, whites, women, men, Catholics or Protestants because

48



of its image rather than because it purposely excludes these

groups. At the same time, an institution whidh appears

accessible due to its location, tuition, arid admissions

practices may be inaccessible due to its image may not con--

stitUte a viable sole source of postSedondary -education or-a

specific type of preparation for all area- cir State residents.-1-

The issue-for planners of courSe becomes-one of. deciding'

whether or-not .-the:existence. of.an -institution,constitutes

access when certain- grOups of population will:not-attendthe-

school.

Age functions as a barrier to:postsecondary education

in a variety of sanctioned ways. .State and federal regulations .

as well-as tradition stipulate theminimumand,:frequently,.-
.,

the maximum ages for licensure in certain field's, e.g.,.-barber,

physician,- commercial 'pilot. InstitutionS usually do not

admit persons who, because of their,ages,-.. will be ineligible

for such licensure upon completion of their studies. There is

limited value in examining this dimension of access unless GPEC

wishes to identify institutions which do particularly good or

poor jobs of attracting people in certain age groups. Such

knowledge could be of value in identifying . programs that are

particularly accessible to the older learners. (Georgia's

traditionally low college attendance rates suggest that many

academically eligible persons have not attended college and now

constitute a major underdeveloped_ resource).

-Economic Factors

Concern over economic access to postsecondary education

has led to a number of fairly significant studies of the role

of student resources in determining postsecondary enrollment.

The image of an institution is rarely considered by state
planners but functions as a major-factor affecting student

choice. In that vein, the image of the proprietary school as

an inferior alternative to collegiate programs also must be

recognized. In spite of offering programs in the same fields-

as collegiate institutions, the popular belief that the schools

enroll less capable and less sophisticated students will preVent

many potential students from enrolling in their programs.

AQ



One of the most prestigiouS of such efforts, that of the

National commission on the Finanding of Postsecondary Education,
2-

used family income as an index of student resourOes measurement._

Using data presented by that group, Table 1 shows that students .

with family incomes below $10,000.are underrepresented in post-

secondary education. While over one-half of the 18 to 24-year-

olds come from.families with incomes under 810,000, they con-
'

stituteonly one-third. of All postsecondary. enrollments.

lt Should be- noted here that'recent efforts to develop

models that predict postsecondary enrollment levels given

differing levels of'student financial assistance are extremely

'controversial. _GPEC's use of any -one of the models to examine

facets of economic assessibility seems likely to result in

counter-productive criticism from one or another sector of post-

secondary education.

Fatily income affects acceSs to different types of insti7

tutions differentially. While data for various different types

of institutions even more graphical show the differences, Table

2 shows that considerable differences exist in the economic

accessibility of collegiate and noncollegiate institutions. The

noncollegiate sector consists of the most accessible group of

institutions followed by two-year public colleges, four-year

public institutions, two-Year private colleges, andfinally

four-year private institutions.

Although family income is the most widely accepted index

of student resources, numerous other indices are conceptually

desirable. The National Center for,Higher, Education Management

Systems (NcHEMS) lists two indices that should compliment family

income as indices of student resourceS: Total Personal Income

and Disposable Personal 1n-come (a third index,Personal Con-

sumption Expenditures lacks adequate data sources to be of value

2 National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education.
Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States. (Wash-

ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973)
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TABLE 1 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 18-24-YEAR-OLD POPULATION

AND POSTSECONDARY UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT BY INCOME;

1972-73

Income Group 18-24 A-e Grwp
Postsecondary
Education

Under 0000...

$3 000 to $5-999...

8.6%

14.4

4.0%

11.7'

$6,000 to $71499... 16.7

$7,500 to$9,999. 15.9 12.7

$10.000 to $14,999... 25.2 27.4

$15,000 to $24,999... 12.7' 24.6

$25,000 and above ... 6.5 13.6

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Under $6,000 23.0% 15.7%

$6,000 to $9,999 32.6 18.7

Over $10,000 44.4 _65.6

Total 100.0% 1000%

SOURCE: National dommission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education, Financin- Postsecondary Education in the
United StatOS DiceMber-1973 Table:4-10 p. 137171d
Table-E--a; p. 401.
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TABLE 2: INCOME DISTRIBUTION F STUDENTS BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE, 1972-73

Income Group

Noneollegiate

Sector

Public Undergraduate
Private Undergraduate

Two Year Four Year Two Year Four Year

Under $31000 5.6%,
4.5% 4,0% 5.6% 4,0%

$31000 to $5,999 15,0
13,2 12.7 4,2 9,1

_

$6,000 to $71499 9,4 8,6 6.2 9,1_ 5.4 _f

$7,500 to $9,999. 15.8
13,6 13,6 _ 13,9 . 10,5

$10,000 .t.o $14,999 30,3 33.3 27,4 31.9
27,6

$15,000 to $24,999 18.7 20,0 24,0 19,4 26,1

25,000 and above 5.2
: ___.....

6.8 12.1 15,3 17.3
______

Total

Under $6,000

$61000 to $9,999

Over $10,000

Total

100,0% 100,0%

20,6%
17,7%

25,2 22,2

54.2 60.1

100,0% 100,0%

3

100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

16,7% 9,85

19,8 23,6

63,5 66,6

100,0% 100,0%

13.1%

15.9

71.0

100.0%

SOURCE; National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, Financi

PostsecondarUat1on
in thaiUnited States (December 1973)/ Table -1, p, 136

,

and Table 3-11 p.
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in the GPEC study).
3 The obvious value of the two additional

indices is that they define the 18 to 24-year-old's resources

independent Of parental or:family income and thus may provide

a more accurate estimate of many student' real resources for

postsecondary education.

The economic indices just discussed can more than ade-

quately describe the population to be served by postsecondary

institutions. UnfortUnately, the same factors oannot.readily..

be used to.describe institutional or system populations. :Data

are not presently available for Georgia institutions on college

enrollment by- family or personal income levels. Therefore, the

economic characteristics of institutional populations must be

described using less perfect measures. SYstem. (as opPosed-tb-

institutional) student resources characteristics can be-shown

using the level of education attained by residents having

differing incote levels. A second useful thougli imperfect

index is available for individual institutions: the number of

-students applying for financial assistance. The American

College Testing Program (ACT) provides institutions with repOrts

describing among other things, the income levels of students who

applied for financial aid.
4 Obviously, the data contained in

those reports will be skewedtoward lower-income students and

are affected by such variables as the aggressiveness of institu-

tional financial aids officers. Nevertheless, the data can be

of some value. Similar types of data are available from state ,-

sources which administer student financial assistance programs.

In addition to student resources, accessibility is affected

by the level of institutional tuition and fees. Institutional

charges were, in fact, the sole index ,of financial access used by

Warren Willingham-in his well-known national study, Free7Access

Katherine A. Allman. A Reference Guide to Postsecondary
Education Data Sources= -TNIULTEY67, ColorFo: National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems, 1974).

4 Ibid, Sec. 2, Source 8.
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Higher Education.5 NCHEMS,has identified two additional

indices of the financial demands placed on students by.in_titu-

tions: Average Out-of-Pocket Cost to Students and 'Average Cost

of Foregone income to Students. While both measures are de-

sirable, reliable data are not available from the sources

identified by NCHEMS.6

Before turning to an examination of admissions access, one

GPEC policy consideration should be noted. The findings of

financial accessibility .studies are typically used to argue

for decreasing institutional fees while increasing the financial

resources of the poor through financial aid programs. Such

programs unquestionably will increase access for a significant

proportion of the otherwise eligible students. However, because

they manipulate student resources at eighteen, they inevitably

fail to overcome the cumulative effect's of many students' life-

long lack of resources. Motivation, values, and attitudes as

well as parental and peer group influence are of course all

affected by the students' socioeconomic circumstances. In

short, increasing student resources through student aid or low

tuition may be, in the long run, less important in increasing

accessibility than such indirect steps,as decreasing taxes,

providing full employment, and increasing the resources of

public elementary and secondary school programs. These steps,

in a period of leveling state revenues, will inevitably-intensify

the competition among state programs for state funds-. In a

period of such competition it seems important.-for-GPEC to

recognize that, insofar as increasing accessibility is concerned,

a reduction of higher education's share of the tax dollar may

actually increase accessibility in the long-range if the other

factors mentioned above receive greater attention.

GPEC's role, relative to access, might thus come to include

5 Willingham defined free-access ins itutions as those admitting
at_least_one-third of its freshmeh from the bottom half of thei3

high sOhool claas_ and charging no more than $400 in annual

tuition and fees.

6
Allman. rA Reference Guide measures 2310 and 2320.

_ _ _
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the monitoring of factors affecting both short-range accessi-

bility, i.e., institutional charges, family income, geographic

proximity, etc., and long-range determinants of accessibilitYr

i.e., the retention rate of public schools, student achievement

indices, and the family income levels of students in the public

school systems. GPEC may wish to beg n monitoring the indices

of future accessibility and providing its findings to both the

higher education community and state government decision makers.

Motivational Fac ors Affectin A-icess

Motivational factors affecting college attendance are

complex and numerous. Unlike such other factors as peer group

influence, certain parental characteristics affecting student

motivation are measurable. Parental education, occupation,

and socioeconomic status are among the factors most frequently

cited as contributing to the student's motivation for- attending

college. JUSt as these variables are useful in forecasting

probable and potential enrollment levels, they can b- of value

in accessibilitY studies in that they identify constraints to

access that are, in the short-run, beyond the control of edu-

cators and legislators. Since these factors are likely to vary

according to the types of communities served by institutions,

.their measurement is essential to the accurate and realistic

evaluations of the eXtent to which institutions are accessible.

One obvious factor which motivates students to attend

postsecondary institutions is their prospects for increasing

their employability by acquiring additional education or training.

At the same time, student familiarity with the actual work per-

formed by persons in a given occupation is likely to influence

their decision to enter that occupation. Therefore, the presence

or absence of occupational opportunities and practitioners in

the community will influence many students' decisions to attend

college.
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There are numerous relatively reliable indices of insti-

tutional selectivity. Willingham and NCHEMS both recommend

the use of the percentage of applicants accepted for.admission

as a measure of selectivity.
7

They did not use the percentage

because they believed the data to be unavailable. While the

percentage is available for nearly all collegiate institutions

(in The College Eluebook, U.S. Colleges: Tabular Data), its

use can be misleading. Due to a nuMber of factors inCluding

the student's knowledge of the institution's admissions practices,

its costs, and traditional clientele, applicants to any single

institution do not represent a true cross section of all potential

postsecondary students.

Perhaps the most acceptable index, high school graduating

Class rank, is used by Willingham as his primary criterion for

evaluating institutional .selectivity. Using national college

directories, he examined the percentage of each institution's

freshmen class that ranked in the top-half of their high school

graduating class. Where percentages were not available, he

used college catalog statements of admissions poliCies as a

secondary criterion.

An additional index of selectivity is the average SAT test

score for admitted _freshmen. However, the apparent trend away

from using the test at less selective institutions argues fOr

using the scores as, at best, a secondary criterion for selec-

tivity.

Geographic Access
_ _

The proximity of institutions to potential students has an

Obvious effect on accessibility. The early work_ of Koos graphi-

cally demonstrated the impact of proximity on college attendance.

Ibid, measure 2050 andWillingham, Free-A=

p. 14
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Koos found that 44 percent of the graduates of local high

schools entered the local junior college but that the percentage

dropped to 12 percent for students from schools just 7 to 15

miles away.
8

Recent studies show that nearly three-fourths of all com-

munity college students live within 10 miles of their'college

and within thirty minutes commuting time of their institutions.

Studies focusing principally on urban institutions suggest that

the proximity radius is even smaller in large cities.
9

One

study showed that 60 percent of an urban community college's

students lived within 2-1/2 miles of the college, and that

students within one mile were three times as likely to enroll

as were students who lived 2-1/2 miles from the institution.
10

In his review of accessibility studies, Willingham reports

that definitions of reasonable proximity vary in state master

plans (See Pp.16-17 1_Illinois assumes 30 minutes and New York

uses 60 minutes as reasonable commuting time. Confronted with

the varying commuting radii given by the studies and assumed

by the master plans, Willingham assumed a "compromise" travel

time of 45 minutes would not defer sufficiently motivated

students from enrolling in an institution. Using that time as

a maximum, he calculated commuting distances which could be

traveled. As Table 3 shows, Willingham's estimates of commu ing

distance decrease markedly as poPUlation density increases- In
_-

justifying the use of his estimates, Willingham-observed that

the ideal approach to determining commuting distances would

involve detailed studies of'housing and transportation patterns

around each institution. Such an approach is appropriate for

single institution studies, but unpracticeable when a large

number of institutions are involved.

8 Willingham, Free-Access gighe: Education, page 16.

9 ibid, 17

10Ibid, 17 58



TABLE 3: COMMUTING DISTANCES ASSUMED FOR AREAS OF DIFFERENT

POPULATION DENSITY

Type .ofAre4 .populaion One-way CommutixIg Mileage

Rural area and t -n, _e s than

10,000

Town 10,000 to 49,999

Metropolitan area, 50,000 to 249 999

Metropolitan area, 250,000 to 499,999

Metropolitan area,

500,000 to 1,0000000

Suburban area, metropolitan area

more than 1 million

La ge central city, metroPolitan area

more than 1 Million

25

20

15

10

5

5

SOURCE: Willingham0 Warren W., Free-access her Education,
(College Entrance Board: New York _9700 Table

p. 17.
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SECTION 2: SELECTED DATA ON ACCESSIBILITY IN GEORGIA

Willingham's findings on the accessibility of higher

education in Georgia appear to be the lone study of its kind on

the state. Appendix A ofthis report consists of copies of

Willingham's three page analysis of accessibility in Georgia

and preclude an in depth discussion here. However, Georgia's

rank among the states of the region and of the nation as deter-

mined by Willingham is of some interest. Table 4 presents

Willingham's findings on selected southern'states. As the

table shows, the percentage of Georgia residents living within

commuting distance of a free-access college is well below that

of the eight other states in the region, just 30 percent com-

pared to the next lowest figure of 41 percent for Tennessee.

Both white and black populations in Georgia find higher educa-

tion less accessible than in the other states of the region.

Moreover, Georgia ranks fortieth among the fifty states for

this measure.

Table 4 also shows a list of states that have been identi-

fied as comparable in their organization and emphasis on

11
higher education. .Among the seven states with similar systems

of higher education, Georgia ranks fifth in its percentage of

total students within commuting distance of a free-access

college. However, Where black students are concerned, Georgia

and Minnesota are tied for last 'among the group.

Willingham- also presents data on the different population

groups_ within commuting distance of a'free-access college in

metropolitan areas of one, million or more. The data show that

for Atlanta as a metropolitan area, 25 percent of its students

are within commuting distance of a free-access college (29 per-

cent of all whites and 9 percent of all blacks). That percentage

decreases to just 13 percent when fringe areas around Atlanta are

11
The procedure used to identify states with organizational

similarities to the Georgia system of higher education is

that presented by Kent Halstead in,State Planning, for Higher

Education,_ pp. 47-51. Haistead's pFaaa-ure iS described in

subSeiquent report. 60



TABLE 4: PERCENTAGE OF STATE POPULATIONS WITHIN COMMUTING

DISTANCE OF A FREE-ACCESS COLLEGE

Percent Within Commuting Distance

Sta es Total White Black

Reginal_Groupirla

Alabama 57 54

Florida 64 62 72

GEORGIA 30 33 24

Kentucky 52 51 69

Mi sissippi 63 67 63

North Carolina 68 69 67

South Carolina 58 53

Tennessee 41 32 52

Virginia 50 52 4o

Average 54 54 55

22m2aEahlt_g_saipina

Alabama .57 54

Colorado 42 41 58

GEORGIA 30 33 24

Kansas 43 42 59

Minnesota 29 30 24

North Carolina 68 69 67

Pennsylvania 25 24 41

Average 42 42 47

SOURCE: Willingham, Warren W., ee7access_Higher Education
(College Entrance Board: New t5-i70-71970, TabIe-A, pp. 195-9
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TABLE 5: COLLEGE ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL

GRADUATES AND AGE COHORT GROUPS

ta es

First Time College
Enrollment as a
Percent of High
School Graduates_

Percent of 18-19
Year Olds Enr011ed

Regional Grouping

Alabama 47 55

Florida 65 54

GEORGIA 41 47

Kentucky 49 45

Mississippi 64 55

North Carolina 41 50

South Carolina 39 48

Tennessee 46 49

Virginia 47 34

Average 49 51

Comparable GroupiEg

Alabama 47 55

Colorado 61 60

GEORGIA 41 47

Kansas 64 61

Minnesota 52 63

North Carolina 41 50

Pennsylvania 43 55

Average 50 56

SOURCE . Halstead, Kent Dal State_ Plannin&in Higher Education,
pp* 76-77 and NCES, Digest_of Educational Statistics,
1972, 15. 9.
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excluded from consideration (18 percent white and 4 percent

black). Only Cincinnati and Patterson of the twenty-nine

cities have lower percentages for their urban areas.

While Willingham's study appears to provide the best single

source of accessibility data on Georgia, various other publica-

tions present useful indices of postsecondary attendance rates

in Georgia. As an example, the National Center for Educational

Statistics (NCES) reports Georgia enrollment by age cohort

groups in its Digest on Educational Statistics. First-time

college enrollment as a percentage of high school graduates in

the state are given in NCES's periodic reports, Residence and

miviation of College Students.

Using the regional and comparable state groupings presented

in Table 4, Table 5 shows college attendance rates for the two

indices just discussed. The data show that, of the nine southern

states, onlY in South Carolina do fewer high school graduates

enroll in higher education than for Georgia and only in Kentucky

are fewer college age students enrolled in college. While

Georgia ranks well below the regional means for the two indicese

it ranks even lower among a group of states with comparable

organizational characteristics.

This brief review of the data given for various indices

of accessibility graphically illustrates both the need for

improving access in Georgia and the kinds of data that can be

used to convince decision makers of'that need.

SECTION 3: ACCESSIBILITY METHODOLOGIES RECOMMENDED FOR GPEC USE

The consultants recommend that GPEC conduct two essentially

independent studies of accessibility in Georgia. The first

study would have as its principal objective the measurement of

.I.,11219A in the accessibility of higher education that have

occurred since 1970. The study would be little more than a__-
replication of the Willingham study and could be completed rela-

tively quickly and easily. Institutional access would be of

3



TAHLE'6

AcCESSIBILITY FACTORS EXAMINED IN THE TWO STUDIES

Type Of,Factor

Social

Race

Sex

Religion

Age

Motivational

Study 1

Yes

No

No

No

Study 2

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Parental74nfltences

Education No Yes

Occupation No Yes

Occupational prospects

Population by Occupation No Yes

by Program No Yes

Economic

Student

Family income distr. N0 Yes

Financial aid No Yes

Fees and tuition Yes Yes

Institution

Fees and tuition Yes Yes

Fees and tuition

(by program) No Yes

Admissions

Fr..class high school rank Yes Yes

Admissions policy Yes Yes

Test scores No No

by program No Yes

Geographic

Commuting distance

Area population

P

Yes Yes

Yes Yes



less concern in the study than the availability of system

access in the state. The second study would consist of a

thorough analysis of access for each of the institutions in

Georgia. Programs would be identified and their accessibility

measured. This approach would be relatively time consuming

and should follow the first approach in order to take advantage

of staff insights gained through the initialaata. The time

frame for completion of the two studies is estimated at between

80 and 200 staff person hours. Additional expense to GPEC

would be dependent upon the amount of computer time desired to

reduce staff time. (See Table 6 for a comparison of the types

of factors examined in the two recommended procedures.)

Study 1

As suggested above, this first approach is essentially an

historical approach to measuring accessibility. Since 1970

when Georgia ranked.extremely low in the percentage of its

population residing within commuting distance of free-access

institutions, the University

Department of Education have

in order to increase access.

institutions and operational

System of Georgia and the Georgia

established several new institutions

The extent to which those new

reforms by existing institutions

have increased access should be a primary concern

its constituencies.

Replication of the Willingham study using more

of GPEC and

recent data

will identify such changes. Moreover, use of the Willingham

procedure at this point in time will enable GPEC to conduct

follow-up studies in future years. Changes from 1970 to 1975

to 1980 could be demonstrated--a feature lost by adopting a

new procedure in 1975. There are, however, several disadvantages

or limitations inherent in the approach that should be recognized

from the outset.

,l. Since the original studY was of the collegiate sector

only, the procedure can be used Only for higher edu-

6 6



cation, not for all postsecondary education. Since

the second approach overcomes this limitation and

because the vast majority of Georgia students enroll

in collegiate institutions, this limitation is not

serious.

2. Georgia's system of area vocational-technical schools,

a system that has been expanded in order to provide

access, should be eliminated from consideration.

Although the consultants view the system as offering

programs of a postsecondary nature, the Department

of Education may have to be taken at its word that

the schools offer secondary level courses. In any

vent, the absence of a comprehensive program at the

schools, i.e., one that offers liberal arts and

general education components, argues that the insti-

tutions are not accessible to the majority of students

within a geographic region.

One alternative to replicating the Willingham study merits

discussion. By using both 1970 and 1975 data in the second

more comprehensive study, historical changes in accessibility

co7'ld be assessed, perhaps even more effectively, than through

replication of the Willingham study. However, such a procedure

would involve much more data collection and manipulation than

would the first approach. The detailed information that would

have to be collected and analyzed for 1970 enrollment by pro-

gram would be extremely difficult to obtain and of very limited

practical use. One final disadvantage of the approach is that

its findings may be a variance with the findings of the well-

known and widely accepted studies.

ELE_c_cedure for Re- cati ni1lin ham S tud

The Willingham study_ can be replicated using data for

more recent years (1974 data are more readily available at

this time than 975 data) by following the steps outlined
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below. Willingham's own description of the procedures, fiivlin

and overall impressions should also be consulted.

Identification and Classifica ion of Institu i-ns

Step 1. Identify-all Geor institution' of higher educa ion

that enroll freshmen. Institutions that exclude freshmen

are eliminated from further consideration since they are

inaccessible to freshmen. Since Willingham found just

220 such institutions in the nation, Georgia should have

no more than three or four. The sources of information

to be used should include the 1MGIS data, college catalogs,

or one of the major national college directories.

Ste_ 2. Record the mailing address of each accessible insti-

tution identified above. The GPEC mailing list will

undoubtedly suffice for use.

Step 3. Classi y all accessible in titut. ns as one of the

following: two- ear public institution, four-year public

n branch campus of public institution, two-

ear private institution.

The source for these data is Appendix C of the GPEC report,

A State Looks to the Future.

Step 4. Record the annual (two-semester or _h- -e- arter)

tuition and fee -harges of all accessible institutions.

Where -tuition and fees vary according to program within

the institution, a mean charge should be computed. The

sources of these data include national directories and

college catalogs, the latter being less convenient to

use but more up-to-date.

Step 5. Record the percentase of each colle e's freshman class

that ranked in the t their high school class.
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The sources of these data are again the national college-

directories.- For those institutitine-for:which these data'

cannot,be.found, consult their catalog etatemente of

admiseions polidies.

Step 6. Assign each accessible institutions to ne- of _he

five selectivity categories shown in Table 7. Institu-

tions will thus be classified as (1) open door, (2)

nonselective, (3) selective, (4) very selective, or (5)

most selective. Where the financial and admissions

criterion are on different levels, the institution

should be classified according to the more selective

of the two measures, e.g., an institution with 40

percent of its freshmen class ranking in the top one-

half of their graduating class, but charging $600

annual tuition would be classified as selective.

Es timatiag_Gep9raphic Accessbility

Step 7. Plot the location of each accessible institution on

large, scaled maps. Willingham plotted only those in-

stitutions to which he assigned accessibility scores

of 1 or 2. However, GPEC may find it useful to measure

the geographic accessibility of all Georgia institutions.

In that case, separate maps may be used for levels 1 and

2; for,levels 3 to 5; or for levels 1 and 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The maps used should be precisely scaled and may be the

official state map, a state census tract map, or any other

map showing governmental and/or census tract boundaries.

Atlanta institutions should be plotted on a separate

city map. Suburban and rural institutions should be

plotted as closely as possible to their locations relative

to nearby cities and towns. However, minor errors in

plotting their locations will prove relatively inconse-

quencial.
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TABTZ 7

Criteria for Selectivity
Classification of Institutions

Selectivity

Score

Financial Criterion

AnnUal Tuition & Fees

1. Open Door Free to $192

24 Nonselective $193 to $480

elective $481 to $960

4. Very Selective
$961 to $1920

5. Most Selective $19204:

Admissions Criteria

% in Top 1/2 .

of H .'class

'0 to 49%

50 to 69%

70 to 84

Admissions

Accept all hi h

school graduates

Accepts Top 75%

C Average

Accepts top 50%

C4- Average

85 to 94% Accepts top third

B Average

95%4-

SOURCE: WilliMghaM, Warren W., Free-Access Higher, Education.

(College Entrance Board: New York), pp. 13-14.

Very competitive

NOTE: Willimgham's financial criterion has been modified to represent the effects

of inflation on student tuition charges.
Willingham's fee totals of 1970

were, inflated by twenty percent in the above table while this rate may

seem low given annual do1.42-di inflation, institutional charges have

not kept pace wiTriTflation. The specific rate of twenty percent is

derived from G. Richard Wynn's study, "Inflation in the Higher Education

Industry". NACUBO Professional File, Volume 6, No. 1, January 19751

2
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Step 8. Record'the o-uIation of the central*Cit

tan, suburban, town, or rural area_in_ which the institution

is ,located. The sources of these data include area planning

commission documents that give updated census information,

Bureau of Budget and Planning population estimates, and

population figures given on the back of the official state

map.

Step-9. Using the one-wa commuting mileage given in Table

of this re ort,_describe a circle with the:accessible

institution at the loci. Institutions located on the

edge of two different types of population areas will

necessitate the use of two archs rather than a single

circle. These circles constitute "proximity limits"

for each institution.

Estimating the Po ulation Served b an Instituti n

Step 10. Us4g census tract, city, colinLy, or sLI/tE_E2EaLaLicla

figures estimate the total number of eople living within

the proximit limits of each institution. Obviously,

proximity limits cut across some census tracts and/or
fi

governmental unit boundaries. Estimates of the portion

of the tract or unit included within the boundaries will

therefore have to be computed. It should be noted that

since ,the principal purpose of this study is to determine

the overall accessibility of Georgia institutions, not

single institutions, over estimates will tend to be

balanced by underestimates, therefore, resulting in

fairly accurate overall totals.

The course of these data should be the same as that

used in Step 8.

Step 11. Usin- census inf rma ion, -etermine the racial com-
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osition within each of the instituti

limits.

Displayin_ _the Data

it

Step 12. Record_the population of all individual counties and

metropolitan areas ies and towns) and aggregate

those population areas by community types. The community

types to be used and the diSplay approach are shown,in

Table 2 of Appendix A. The percentage of the populati n

within commuting distance of free-access institutions

and less accessible institutions pan thus be coMputed

.and aggregated by type_ of College and typeof community

as shown in Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix A. The cumulative

percentage of the state population with commuting distance

of free-access (and less,accessible) institutions should

then be computed. (Adjustments must, of course, be made'

for over-lapping institutional proximity limits.) Per-

centages may also be computed for planning regions, legis-

lative districts, etc.

Analysis of the Data

Obviouray the findings of the study should be compared to

the findings of Willingham's study. Changes in the percentage

of populations within commuting distance of a free-access in-
.

stitution should be noted and attempts should be made to

determine why that percentage changed. Of principal concern,

however, is analysis of Why some areas of the state do not have

access to a free-access institution, how access could be provided,

and the relative costs and benefits of increasing access in each

region.

The results of the study should be displayed and discussed

in the state master plan. Display of the state map with proximity



limits shown on it should create a rather powerful visual

demonstration of access.

Study 2

Study 2 is conceptually .more complete than Study 1, but

does not represent the best possible approach to examining

accessibility. A more thorough study would, however, require

considerable data collection by GPEC. Such a study would .

collect current enrollment data by codhty, of student residence,

program, and student occupational preference. Nevertheless,

completiOn of Study 2 will result in the production of an

accessibility study that is at least as comprehensive as .

those done in other states.

Pr cedures _ Conducting the PostsecondaryAccess Study

Step 1. Repeat steps 1 and 2 of Stud- 1 to identify the

names and locations .of all pecondary institutions

in Georgia. The proprietary school study, the Georgia

Educational Improvement Coundil's

Office of Adult and Vocational Education's Now What?

Vocational Technical Education, and Study 1 findings

constitute the data sources.

Step 2. C].assif institutions not classified 'n step 3 of

Study 1 as private occupational schools or technical

vocational institute. The source for those data is

Appendix C of the GPEC report, A State Looks to L122

Future.

Step 3. Using the rocedure outlined in detail in the consul-

tants' "Program Duplication Rs ort"- identify all programs

institutions.offered in 11 ostseconda:
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ep 4. Record the annual .(two seme

tuition-and- fee charges of.-all

or three-.uarter

ostseconda institu-

tions.. Private occupat_onal-schpois

tuition fees:and charges for the entire program.-

Therefore, next to their Charges the program length in

weeksshould be-recorded.- The souraes of-.these data

are those listed in step 1 above-.

Step 5. Record the admissions policyof each postSeoondary.

8xcept.in very rare _oaseS, high school

graduation is sufficient for entry into private,occu-

'pational schools, although some do require:students

to pass legitimate aptitude and_ achievement tests.-

Where special requirements exist:for-specific-programs,

record those programs and their requirements. (This

step will necessitate a thorough review of the college

catalogs used in Study 1.)

Step 6. Classify each accessible institutiOn according to

its selectivity level as shown in Table 7. Institutions

which charge fees by program rather:than.be academic

term should be clasSified by prorating their charges to

a thirty-two-week year. Where special program require-

ments exist, classify'the programs separately for each

institution.

Step 7. Classify each accessible institution according to

its lientele orientation" as shown in Table 8. Since

approximately one-half of all stude.nts do not Commute

to college, some colleges are obviously accessible to

students who live beyond the institution's proximity

boundaries. Their student marketplace is in a potential

student,population that may be based in the region, state-

wide, out-of-state, or some combination of these markets.

Therefore, the accessibility of the institution must be



TABLE 8: CRITERIA FOR CLIENTELE ORIENTATION CLASSIFICATION

OF INSTITUTIONS

Clientele Orientation Percent Instate
Students

Percent Commuting
Students

1. Locally based 90 to 100 95 to 100

2. Regionally based 90 to 100 20.to 94

3. Regionally/
Statewide based 90 to 100 0 to 19

4. Statewide based 80 to 89

5. Statewide/
Out-of-state based 50 to 79 q.ft.?

6. Out-of-state based 0 to 49



assessed by comparing.the characteristics .of emitted

students to those of pote'tial students in the insti-

tution's geographic marketplace.

,The Indiana Commission for Higher Education

attempted to-determine the student marketplace of each

of the states- institutions by examining the number of

students attending the institution from each of the

states planning regions and'from other States. Insti

tutions were classified as having student marketplaces

that were (1) regionally based, (2) out-of-state based,

(3) statewide based, and (4) combinations of the first

three. The absence of institutional data on the number

of students from each county prevents GPEC from replicating

the Indiana procedure. However, it is possible to use

available data to classify Georgia institutions by

clientele orientations.

By substituting the percentage of commuting students

for the percentage of students from the region in which

the institution is located, it is possible to adapt the

Indiana classification scheme for use by GPEC. Table 8

presents the adapted set of criteria for the classification

of Georgia institutions. Use of this new set of criteria

with its different data requirements, resulted in the

classification of all but one of the Indiana instittitions

into the classifications originally- determined by the

Indiana Commission. After this validation process, the

new criteria were modified to differentiate between liocal"

and "regional" clienteles, a feature that is not present

in the Indiana scheme. Using the criteria, it is possible

to classify the institution then compare it and its

clientele groups demographic characteristics.

The source of all data necessary for completion o

this step is The. College Handbook. Proprietary and area

vocational schools, both of which typically serve only

instate commuting students can all be assumed to have

locally or regionally based clientele.



Step 8. Usin HEG1S data, record the rcentage dis ribution

stuidents in eadh institution for he factors of race,

sex,_and age While demographic informatioiLby,institU7

tional program would be deSirable were it not for the_

need to -request data from institutionst-i-twould.probably...-
._.

.add little of additional.value, Given the above factors,

once students have been'admitted to :the institution, it

is unlikely that _most sdhools would.bar admission -Co

specific programs based on demographic factors alone.

Esti a in- Geo -aphic Accessibili

Step 9 Plot the location of each accessible institution on

'1-22.._SSaled--in--Stu:47-7-1Y--:and-be.
roximit- liMits as discussed in step 9. of Study 1.

Most postsecondary occupational schools are located in

cities having populations of 50,000 or more. Therefore,

a very limited aMount of'new-research will-be necessary

to determine the population of areas in which institutions

are. located. Where necessary, repeat step 8 in Study 1.

Examining the Po sulation b the Insti ution

Step 10. Using 1970 census tract data, com.ute the number of

Rersons living within the

tution. The total number of 14-yearolds, of males and

females, of blacks and whites, of college graduates, of

persons employed in professional, technical, and kindred

occupations all should be recorded and then computed as

percentages of the total 1970 Fensus tract population.

Using the Budget of Planning population estimates

for 1975, multiply the percentages by the 1975 population

for each area. TheSe estimates-of the population distri-

bution should be supplemented whenever possible by similar

estimates from area and regional planning commissions.

limits of each insti°



Step 11. Using data available from the De nt of Education,

determine- the high school com-letion rate for all school

Irstems within the proximit limits of accessible insti-

tutlons. The Department of Education s annualStatistical

Heport can be used to determine the percentageof students

who graduate from high school. The Statistical E222EL

1973-74 will soon be available and its school system

graduation totals should be compared to' the-1969-70'

report enrollment totals (1974 graduates are 8th grades

in the 1969-70 report). Use of 1969-70 data Will miniMize

the impact of migration upon completion rates while

"cat4hing" students before most of them reach the minimum

age for dropping out.

The Department of Education may compu-e completion

rates J:31, system, but the consultants were unable to

determine whether or not those rates are in fact computed

and available to_GPEC.

1970 census tract data can be substituted for these

data by simply recording the percentage of the population

having completed high school. However, this measure would

consistently underrepresent the high school completion

rate of recently enrolled students.

Presentation and Anal sis of the Da_a

Table 9 summarizes the types of data, indices, and com-

parisons that can be made using Study 2 procedures. The actual

presentation of the data in report form should consi t of a

brief discussion of each factor affecting accessibility (proximity,

financial, etc.) followed by data on that factor.

Completion of Study 2 will be time-consuming and, at times,

frustrating for,GPEC staff as they find that factors that should

be considered must be omitted due to the lack of data. Neverthe-,

less, data derived from Study2 will be of a more comprehensive

nature than any yet available to state-level decision-Akers

in Georgia or in any other state.



TABLE 9

RECO NDED ANALYSIS OF STUDY 2 DATA

Data/Factors

A. Institutional characteri tics

1. fees and charges

2. admissions practices

3. selectivity level

4. clientele orientation*

B. Student characteristics

1. age

2. sex

3. race

4. commuting status

C. Potential student/population

characteristicS

1. age

2. sex

3. race

4. family income level

5. employment in technical pro-
fessional, and kindred occu-

pations

6. college graduates

7. high school completion rate

D. Population within commuting
distance of institutions

8 0

Disaggregate by

a. institution
prograM

c. type of institution
d. type of program
e. county, planning region, etc.
f.'system (all institutions)

a. institution
b. type of institution
c.- county, planning region, etc.

d. institutional characteristics
e. system

a. institutional,proximity limits
b. county, planning region, state

etc.
c. selectivity level (by level fo:

C 3-4, 7)
d. clientele orientation (by indi.

vidual institution and type of
orientation for C 1-6)

a. selectivity level
b. clientele orientation
c. county, planning region, state

etc.
d. potential student/population

characteristics
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CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING THE EXISTENCE OF UNDESIRABLE PROGRAM DUPLICATION

Criteria

A. Productivity

B. Finance

C. Quality

D. Demand Need

E. Appropriateness

F. Level

G. Proximity

96

Indices

1. Number of graduates in each

of the last five years

2. Number of students enrolled

in the program (entry and

dropout rates)

3. Class size and their cost

4. Cost per program graduate

5. Revenue production of program

6. Faculty workload

7. Program quality as reflected by

(a) level of position achieved

by program graduates

(b) facultylualifications

(o) regional or national

program reputation

8. Institutional service impact

9. Student interest and demand

for the program

10. Local, state, regional, and

national manpower demands

11, Nature of the program

clientele group

12. Appropriateness.of the program

to the institutional role or

mission

13. Level of instruction

14. Production of graduates from

similar programs in the area,

state, region, or nation

Data Sourc

1. HEGIS survey (for 1971-72

to 1973-74)

2. None for all programs (REGIS

data for 1st professional

and graduate degrees)

3. None

4. None

5. None

6. None

7.

(a) Proprietary only in GPEC

survey

None

Accreditation status

(b)

(c)

8. None

9. None'

10. Planning Commission Reports

11. None

12. None

13. Various directories and

HEGIS tapes

14. REGIS tapes



Eau_LI2la program duplication will be much less

effective in reducing duplication than would a

study which identified unnecessarily duplicati e

programs. It could, however, be useful in securing

the nommitment of funds necassary for a more compre-

hensive study. As an examination of possible dupli-

cation, it would be unlikely to invite attacks on

GPEC from institutions, yet it would establish the

likelihood that further study would show that unnec-

essary duplication does exist. What seems critical

is that GPEC understate rather than overstate what

its study will show.

Given these recbmmendations, a procedure is described

in the next section of this report that can be used

to identify possibly duplicative programs.

SECTION 2: PROCEDURE FOR IDENTIFYING POSSIBLE DUPLICATIVE

PROGRAMS

The procedure described below consists o- a two-phase

approash that will identify institutional programs that may be

duplicative. The first phase consists of compiling a program

inventory for all Georgia postsecondary institutions. The

inventory itself may prove of value to GPEC in its future efforts

to advise on the need for new programs. A second phase intro-

duces factors which may be examined to 122aia to determine the

extent to which certain programs are unnecessarily duplicative.

Phase One: The Proqram Inven o

The accurae classification of programs by type is crucial

to determining where duplication exists among institutions.

Fortunately, the HEGIS data that GPEC intends to use in this and

other studies features a rather good classification scheme. That

scheme is comprehensive in that it can be used with all types of



postsecondary institutions and appears to accurately differ-
)

entiate among rather similar programs. There are, however,

certain limitatioils to the HEGIS saheme. First, because pro-

gram inf6rmation is accessed by reading for "earned degrees

conferred" for certain years, new and small programs will not

be identified as available if they did not graduate students

during the year. Second, the availability of an "other"

category under types of degrees conferred inevitably results in

the identification of some programs as "other" that could be

classified under an existing category. Although respondents

must identify "others", they are not identifiable using computer

tapes. Instead, the original forms must be examined. There-

fore, sole reliance on HEGIS data may miss many programs.

Supplementing the HEGIS classification Scheme in order to

prepare a program inventory introduces its own problems. The

consistency of program classification is reduced and the use

'of data from two different years may distort institutional pro-

gram offerings. Nonetheless, the use of supplementary program

information sources is recommended. After developing an inven-

tory which identifies programs by institution and institutions

by program using the HEGIS data, the following sources should

be consulted for verification of the HEGIS program inventory:

(1) the GPEC proprietary school study; (2) Directory 1974-75;

and (3) Barron's Guide the Two-Year Colleges, Volume 2:

Occupational Program Selector, 1974 ed. 0Less current but

potentially helpful sources include (4) The College Blue Book,

Degrees 0: ered by Colleges and Subjects, 1972 ed.; and (5)

Ferguson_Guide to:Iwo7Year Colle e Programs for Technicians,

and Specialists- 1971 ed. The difficulty that is likely to be

encountered in supplementing the HEGIS program inventory with

the most recent additional sources (1-3) is that only Barron's

Guide lists programs by level, i.e., certificate, diplomas, and

type of degree. Sources 4 and 5 provide program informatiori by

level. N final source (6) the University System of Georgia



Annual Reort lists all new programs approved by the Board of

Regents during the system's fiscal year. Annual Reports for

1972-73, 1973-74, and 1974-75 may list programs that are not

identified elsewhere.

Using sources 1-2 and 4-6, programs next should be classified

by level, e.g., the type of degree offered. It is recommended

'that GPEC adopt program level classification scheme and inventory

format similar to that used by the Indiana Commission in The

Indiana Plan for_Postsecondar Education: Volume I. The pro-

gram levels used in the preparation of the Indiana program

inventory are (1) proficiency; (2) certificate; (3) associate

degree; (4) baccalaureate degree; (5) masters degree; (6) in-

termediate degree; and (7) doctoral degree. -Since the 'AEGIS

data GPEC will be using does not differentiate-between programs

of less than associate degree level, Georgia proficiency and

certificate programs should be identified as "certificate level

programs" Other than that modification, the GPEC levels

should be identical to those used in the Indiana inventory.

One additional dimension can be added to the program in-

ventory by grouping institutions according to the area planning

and development commission (APDC) region in which they are

located. The use of APDC regions permits the identification

of programs duplicated by two or mpre institutions within

reasonably close proximity to one another. While geographic

proximity may be irrelevant for programs which are not speci-

fically targeted for area students, format continuity requires

that all programs be identified by region.

Having identified programs by field, level, and region,

the inventory is complete. Each institution's progrmms should

be listed by level and sent to the institution for verification.

Discrepancies between the program inventory and the actual pro-

gram of the institution thus can be identified and corrected.

The consultants feel that institutional review of the progra6

inventory is.essential if the inventory and subsequent analyses

are to be free of charges that they are factually inaccurate.'

Whatever its further use in the duplication study, the inventory
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should be annually updated perhaps in cooperation with the

Georgia Educational Improvement Council.

Phase T o: Identifying Po sible Areas of Hnnecessar Duplication

The GPEC master plan should include the completed program

inventory. In addition, it should include statements identi-

fying 2.(2!!ible areas of unnecessary duplication. Beyond

identifying the types of programs and, perhaps, the planning

regions in which duplication seems particularly excessive

the master plan should recommend cooperative arrangements among

institutions, institutional self-studies, and a more thorough

state-level program review process. The plan should not identify

programs at particular institutions. Institutional level infor-

mation is undoubtedly most effectively used when it is not used

publicly. If institutional representatives know that GPEc has

potentially embarrassing data but intends to use it only with,

not 11ILIEL, the institution, a spirit of cooperation should

be fostered.

The master plan list of poasibly duplicative areas can be

compiled using two simple criteria. The first criteria, and

the one likely to identify the largest number of programs, is

geographic proximity. Geographic proximity should be defined

in terms consistent with those used in the accessibility stpdy.

Institutions with identical'programs and overlapping proximity

boundaries should be tentatively considered to be offering

unnecessarily duplicative programs. The productivity of these

programs should next be examined in order to determine whether

or not student demand necessitates the offering of the same

program at more than one area institution. No ruIe-of-thumb

exists to help the planner in this effort. However, GPEC may

wish to tentatively identify programs as underenrolled or

underproductive where a particular program's enrollment is twenty

percent or more below the mean enrollment of all state programs

of that type.
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A slightly different approach must be taken with programs

which are not intended to serve local needs, e.g., institutions

or programs classified in the accessibility study as regionally

or statewide based. A program by program examination of each

institution's total number of program graduates should be con-

ducted. Again, programs that are obviously underenrolled

relative to similar programs at other institutions should be

identified.

Using the two criteria, a complete list of institutional

programs can be compiled for use in making master plan recom-

mendations relative to program duplication. As sta'ted earlier,

these recommendations probably should identify duplication by

program type rather than by specific institution. The GPEC

master plan recommendations thus can serve the objectives of

creating official awareness of the extent of the existing

duplication and a climate demanding the reduction of duplica-

tion.

An attempt to eliminate or reduce duplication in the post-

secondary institutions of Georgia must be undertaken, as pointed

out earlier, with the knowledge that all factors affecting

institutional-program need have not been assessed. Therefore,

GPEC staff should formulate alternative approaches to reducing

duplication for each specific instance. Aliaed with alternatives

ranging from reducing the number of faculty by reducing the

number of major courses offered to the elimination of programs,

GPEC can begin to assist Georgia institutions in reducing un-

neceSsary program duplication.
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RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO THE PROPRIETARY SCHOOL SURVEY DATA, 1975

A review of the codebook for the 1975 Proprietary School

Survey indicates that OPEC has undertaken one of the most

ambitious data collection efforts ever directed at proprietary

schools. Licensing bodies in other states, federal agencies, and

independent researchers have yet to acquire information similar

in scope to that which GPEC should receive. Consequently, the

consultants are most favorably impressed with the survey and

recommend that, as a service to the postsecondary education

community, aggregated survey data should be compiled into a

report available to a small, but national audience.

Our recommendations relative to the analysis and use of the

1975 survey data and to modifications in the survey used in

1976 are contained in the two sections that follow. Before

turning to those recommendations, however, two assumptions

concerning OPEC use of the data should be examined. First, we

assume that OPEC does not now exercise, or intend to exercise,

regulatory authority over private occupational institutions.

The exercise of that authority would permit OPEC to collect

radically different kinds of data. Second, we assume that

OPEC intends the survey not only as a step in building a post-

secondary data base, but also as a discrete data base for use

by the institutions surveyed. Our experience is that many

private occupational,sohool educators are eager to have access

to more information on their industry.

SECTION 1: RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO THE ANALYSIS AND USE

OP 1975 SURVEY DATA

1. Variable 5' codin Postseconda Educational Institution

Classificati n code) _should b

real differences that exist among pubI1C vocational-technical

-d proprietar schools. The present coding appears
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to group ninprofit occupational schools with nonprofit insti-

tutions. Dirences in their size, student clientele, and

degree grantin,, stats dictate that the two be separately

identifiable. SJU iy, proprietary schools vary in a number

of ways from pri\ At.?. occupational schools. They are smaller,

less stable, and less often accredited than are nonprofit

schools. In addition, the schools are ineligible to enroll

students assisted by c-,rtain types state and federal

financial aid.

2. Accreditation and approal status (variables 4and 14

respectively) should not be inferred to denote quality. The

accreditation status of private occupational schools appears

to be largely dependent upoa institutional longevity, size,

and program type. Some accrediting and approval agencies

require schools to Operate for from six months to two years

prior to granting them official recognition. At the same ti_e,

many schools have remained unaccredited because their size and

financial condition make accreditation at least temporarily

unfeasible.

Due both to the frequen ly sizeable lag between the time

when institutions request accreditation or approval and its

formal granting and to the lag in GPEC's collection and dis-

semination of the,data, variable 4 and 14 should include an

"applied for" category.

Uses o_ the Data for _ Fos secondar Education Policy Making

The rapidly rising cost of educating students at colle-

giate institutions has brought private occupational schools

to the attention of budget conscious postsecondary education

policy makers. Federal and state financial aid program eligi-

bility continues to be expanded to include the schools and

their students. Laws prohibiting contractual agreements be-

tween public and proprietary schools are being reexamined in
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numerous states. Unfortunately, policy making has precneded the

development of data bases for effective decision making. Critical

questions related to the performance of graduates, the costs

and benefits, and the clientele of both public and private occu-

pational schools remain unanswered. However, GPEC can begin

to answer many of those questions with its 1975 survey data.

While comparisons to public institutions are not yet feasible,

GPEC reporting of the data will enable policy makers to more

accurately assess the potential and performance of private

occupational schools. Such assessments all too often seem to

be based on knowledge of the practices of the few bad schools

rather than the many good ones.

Listed below are those uses of the data that seem most

critical to the consultants. Where comparisons are unfeasible,

reporting of the private occupational school data can do no

worse than improve the quality of _tate-level decision making.

A. Determine the average tuition charges for training in

specific program areas and make the data available for

comparison to the total cost (state, local, and studeit

costs) for public programs.

Determine the average program length for specific types

of training and make the data available for comparison

to public programs.

Determine the percentage of students who obtained jobs

after completing trainin

D. Determine the number of women and minority students trained

and make the data avai3able for comparison to public programs.

E. Determine the number of high school dropouts and the number

of students over twenty-four who are trained in the schools.

(The average age will probably suggest that students are

attending the schools after several years on the job

market.)

The five data uses identified above, those already identi-

fied by GPEC, and uses related to the five other studies make

it obvious tht-dt,td'has'identified very useful aata elements
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for inclusion in the .1975.survey. The next section of this

report recommends requesting additional types of information

in 1976 that should prove of additional value.

SECTION 2: MODIFICATIONS FOR THE 1976 SURVEY

1. Enrollment ':;hould be defined in the survey instructions

as the total number of students who attended the school during

the year (calendar or fiscal). On Page 3 of the survey "total
-

students" information is requested for the school "as of fall

1974". Respondents thus-will rekirt their current enrollment.

However, because many schools operate programs of less than a

year irilength, the schools may actually_haVe an annual enroll-

ment as high' as two or three times their current total. Thus,

the. 1975 survey will

private occupational

2. Information on

certificate, degree,

underestimate the total enrollment in the

school sector

he t pe of'recognition e. ., diploma,

should be requested in order to permit

a co arison of the schools' prog am offerings by level with

those of other types of institu ions. Program level information

is especially valuable for use in the duplication and accessi-

bility studies

3. The ro-ortion o -ntering students who _co-. lete their

-aining should be requested in order to better determine how

the schools fare as-a viable source of occu ational adning.

The completion rate of private occupational sehools, along with

their placement rate, will apparently be among the types of

information that new Federal Trade Commission (FTC) will require

the schools to routinely collect and make available as public

information. Collection and use of this data by GPEC is thus

unlikely to cause a negative reaction among the schools.

One factor must be recognized at the onset; most people

who attend private occupational schools do so for the sole

pur-ose of quickly qualifying for a job. As soon as they gain

and or convince a prospective employer that they have gained
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entry level skills, many students drop-out of the schools.

While they have achieved their objectives, the students-ahow.

up on paper as drop outs.

4. In order to better determine whether or not the schools

serve student clientele groups that are underrepresented in

other types of institutions, data on student employment (part-

time and full-time) and marital status should be requested.

Taken with the data on students by race and sex,it should be

possible to better define the populations served by the schools.

5. A more accurate picture o_ -he availability of financial

aid to the schools'' -tudents can be gained b
- - _

present list of rograms. The 1975 survey lists the Basic

Educational Opportunity Granta, National Defense Student Loani
.

.

and-College Work-Study Programs as.well as "state"',' -"veterans",

and 'other federal benefits" While these programs constitute

the major sources of aid for the students, deferred tuition,

loans funded by the school, loans through financial inatitutions,

vocational rehabilitation benefits, and scholarships are other

major sources of student assistance.

6. GPEC may _wish_tc_Lr!quest information on the amount of the

various taxes pEtssifty_s_tk-1221E2ay.- As Richard Fulton,

Executive Director of the Association of Independent Business

Schools and Colleges, has observed, proprietary schools are

taxpaying institutions whereas other types are tax-avoiding or

taxconauming. Most proprietary school directors recognize the

potential leverage of their tax dollars as a means .of persuading

policy makers to avoid legislating excessive operational con-

straints that wipuld decrease school revenue and thereby reduce

local, state, and federal tax revenue. While GPEC'should not

have that apecific objective in:mind in collecting the data,

it should help decision makers recognize the economic benefits

derived from having a strong private occupational school industry

in Georgia.

7. Data on the number, qualifications ace, and sex of facul-y

should be re-uested. The schools rarely retain faculty whose

students fail to get and keep jobs. Retaining such faculty, over

expanding the.
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the long range would 'increase the difficulty of recruiting and

placing students,. However, ,private occupational schdol faculty

are generally assumed to be less competent than, faculty as less

"tainted" types of-institutions. Accurate,information on faculty

qualifications will help GPEC refine its -assessments of the .

extent to which students in the schoolS.arereceiving..instrudtion

comparable.to that offered by other institutions.

Because attracting and retaining students is critical

their survival, the schools have traditionally attempted to

achieve a strong fit between faculty and students, information

on the race and sex of faculty as well as .on students thus con-

stitutes,a measure, of that fit.
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THE POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIO- IS UES AND PROBLE S STUDY

The issues and problems study will attempt to identify the

salient isslies being discussed, by the total community of post-

secondary education, including all institutional sectors, state

agencies, policy makers, and the general public. This study

will strive to identify the issues and problems likely to con-

front the state in the near and distant future, reveal the

diversity of concerns in postsecondary education, and assist in

formulating the-priorities to be included in the statewide plan.

The purpose of this report is to suggest the methodology

appropriate to the task of conducting an issues and, problems

study. -There are two portions of this methodology: inputs to

be provided by the enrollment, accessibility, and program

duplication studies, and components supplied by a special issues

and problems study.

Utilizing Information Fro_ 0 her GPEC Studies

The other studies that we are recommending tor the GPEC

should provide timely information on enrbllments, accessibility,

and program duplication in Georgia. Upon analysis and comparison

with regional and national trends, this historical, current, and

projected information will identify the particular strengths and

weaknesses of Georgia postsecondary education. This analysis

and comparison will provide an empirical base for focusing the

problems and issues that Georgia education is facing presently

and will confront in the future.

While helpful, this information is inadequate to the whole

task, however. The analysis and comparison will not reveal all

relationships of interest and may not capture qualitative assess-

ments of the condition of and issues of Georgia's educational

environment. Also, although expert analysis may reveal the

emergence of certain problems, the education community and/or

1 1
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the general public may not be a are that these problems and issues

are looming on the.horizon. Assessment of such perceptions are,

important, indeed. For these reasons, a special data collection/ .

opinion sampling endeavor is necessary to identify fully the

issues facing Georgia postsecondary.education and to assess how

these issues are viewed by a variety of educational and lay publicE

Com onents of the -ssues and Problems Stud

The issues and problems study that is eventually accepted

by the GPEC staff will .consist of some combination of four com-

ponents, which are outlined in Figure 1. The type of infor-

mation activities undertaken by the study will both identify the

major issues and problems and assess the public/educational

community support for particular positions on the important issues.

The type(s) of activities for input and/or decision-making may

range from closed staff work to full blown public hearings pre-

sided over by the GPEC and/or staff. The parties to be involved

may encompass a narrow staff representation or may include repre-

sentatives-of most of the educational and public opinion groups

in the state. And the types of issues considered may include an

assessment of the generb.1 perceptions the various groups hold of

the state of postsecondary education in Georgia, but may also

measure public opinion on a number of specific points of educa-

tional philosophy. For example, the public willingness to

support adult learning could be a major topic of depate.

Needless to say, there are endless permutations and combi-

na ions of these four elements that could be chosen. These

ultimate choices are best made by the GPEc staff. In reality,

the particular combination that is selected should achieve a

trade-off between the value of wide participation and the great

expenditure of time involved, the directiveness provided by

small group or staff endeavors and the need for outside input,

and the purity of clean, concise answers and the difficulty of

achieving such answers in educational matters. Also, the actual
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FIGURE 1

ELEMENTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS STuDY

Element

Type of Informational

Activity

Types'of Activities. for

Information Input/Decision-

Making

Parties to be involved

Types of Issues to be

Addressed

113

2.

4.

D fferent Options

To identify issues ahd problems that are considered ,important

To measure the public/educational support for a particular

position on an important issue

Public hearings for educational and lay constituencies

GREC meetings

Staff reports: White papers

Survey questionnaires

Small group meetings Convened by CRC staff

Small group meetings, use Of Delphi approach

1. GPEC

2. GPEC Staff

3. Consultants

4. Skate Government decision makers from non-educational positions

5. Educational constituencies

(a) State Government, Education

(b) University System of Georgia

(1) Universities

(2) State Colleges

(3) Community Colleges

(c) Private Institutions

(d) Proprietary Schools

6. LaypeopL

(a) Citizens and Community Groups'

(b) Labor

(c) Management

(a) Pressure Groups

(e) Area Planning Commissions

General assessment of perceptions of the state of potsecondary

education in Georgia today and in the future

Occupational vs. social benefits of education

3. Level of support for education

4. Who pays for adult learning?

5. What balance should exist between public and private community

college and proprietary?

6 Specific issues raised by enrollment, accessibility, program

duplication studies
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directions chosen for the enrollment, accessibility, and pro-

gram duplication studies will influence the components chosen

for the issues and problems study.

So e Reco_- ended Ap oaches

Although the final combination selected is the prerogative

of the OPEC, there are a number of combinations of the four

elements identified in Figure 1 that deserve special attention.

These alternative methodologies are displayed in Figure 2,

where their respective purposes, the:groups to be included, and

the disadvantages/advantages of each are discussed. Some com-

bination of these alternative methodologies, when combined with

the input from the enrollment; program duplication and accessi-

bility studies, should .enable a reasonably complete assessment

of the issues and problems confronting Georgia postsecondary

education.

The public hearings alternative is largely self-explanatory.

The GPEC would convene a series of public hearings in which di-

vergent viewpoints would be sought from a variety of educational

and layperson constituencies. By forming subcommittees, or task-

forces, the GPEC could utilize the services of other educational

and public leaders who could serve on the subcommittees and

could address a wider range of issues and alternatives. The

exposure gained by and for GPEC, the valuable input received, and

the enfranchisement of often ignored groups argue for inclusion

of some form of public hearings forum in the package selected

by the GPEC.

Public forums do not easily reach consensus, however, and

is often difficult to gauge the true body of support behind

propositions fostered by special interest groups. Although

the GPBC and possible subcommittees should provide the.decision-

making mechanism, it may be desirable to convene small groups

dr task forces to address specific problems and either reach

consensus or create a concrete series of proposals or alternatives.
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Columns two and three in Figure 2 address this need. The-

homogeneous small group is best for coming to grips with a

defined problem on which a consensus is wished. On the other

hand, a more heterogeneous group is better for coping with

more complex problems or for spinning off creative lists of

options. One technique which may be used in this regard is

the so-called "Delphi technique". In this approach, parti-

cipants first identify their perceptions of important issues

and are then given the opportunity to revise their estimates,

based on feedback from other persons. The Delphi approach,

undertaken by a group of people who arp equipped and prepared

to address the issues of the future, may.be a useful way of

identifying future problems and issues of which the general

public may be unaware. At any rate, the small group experience

is essential to decision-making and to providing creatiVe views

of future issues.

Neither the public for-m or small group approach provides

a systematic measurement of the diversity of opinion regarding

the importance of particulanissues and problems nor do they

assess accurately the position of different groups on these

issues. To accomplish these purposes, survey research is

called for. In creating the survey instrumentsthe GPEC staff
-

or consultants may want to utilize the input from public hearing

and/or small group work. The research instrument should be sent

to appropriate respondents in all types of educational institu-

tions and lay groups.

The survey instrument may include questions that are highly

focused.and/or questions that are. open-ended. An example of

focused questions about Georgia educational issues might include

the following.:

Indicate how important it is to your institution/interest

group that Georgia postsecondary education accomplish the

following goals.
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POTENIIAL MEANS OF IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

FACING GEORGIA POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Alternative Methodologies

Public

flearings

To receive til0 inputs

of Many, widay

vetgent bodiO of op-

inion, differant con-

stituencies, Alld pres-

sUO groups, 11o fur-

ni6h a public forum

for debate,

The GFEC, or the CM

st0f would peside

ovet the public hear-

ing4. in ord4r to

divtde the ta0, sub-

graps could )4e

folzed. Educational

am governmeAtal

grotps could Le

called. Most impor-

tant, howeve t. would

be the input of lay-

peoplet comMity

leaden, labor,

management, Alld

interM toqs. .

Involves the 5PEC in

a highly publ14 sense.

Geherates inpU from

potentially disenfran-

chised groups. Diffi-

cult to asses; real

level of support for

certaill issues and

positions; May over-

state the poVer of

Twoaallra.

Small. Group Small Group

HoEncounters: Encounters:

Homogeneous Group Heterogeneous Group,

and or Del hi Techni a

To bring together a

small group of homo-

geneous, knowledge-

able people to

address a problem.

To address a more complex

task and provide different

viewpoints, yet benefit

from the small group,

task-oriented setting.

Delphi technique enables

departing from conven-

tional folk wisdom.

GPEC staff or con-

sultants could pre-

side. People fami-

liar with educa-

tional problems

from institutional,

state government,

and community per-

spective. Not nece-

ssarily homogeneous

in viewpoint, but

homogeneous in pos-

session of exper-

tise.

In a small group

setting, can addres

specific tasks and

agendas. .-Marfeath

"inbred" conclu-

sions.

GPEC staff or consultants

preside. The heterogene-

ous group would not be

better at reaching consen-

sus but at raising .more

wide ranging issues. The

Delphi approach would also

raise some more "futurist"

issues, especially if its

membership included people

of a far-sighted nature.

Small group setting is

good. Some "futurist"

approaches may fail to

make the link between the

present and the,future

adequately apparent to be

usable.

Suivey

Research

To systematically

collect quantita-

tive and/or quali .

tative data in a

duplicative fash-

ion from a wide ;

variety of people

May be open-ended

or hi hi focused

GPEC staff and/or

consultants could

create instru-

ments to systema-

tically measure

the importance of

certain issues :

and the positions

of various groups

The instruments

could be construc

ted after consid-

erable input from :

interested groups

Provides systema-

tic data that may

be manipulated.

The quality of ,

the information

is often as good

as the survey.de-.

sign. May limit

the scope of ques

tions asked.



Of Very Of Much
Much Importance

Importance
(1) (2)

1. Provide equality of
educational oppor-
tunity for all
Georgians

2. Support lifelong
learning of_any
adult Georgian

2.

3.

Support only occu-
pational training
or degree credit
study of tradi-
tional 18-21 year
old students

Indicate how successful you

in meeting these goals.

of Moderate Of Little
Importance Importance

3) (4)

Of No
Importance

feel Georgia education has been

(5)

,._

Very Suc essful Moderately Rela,tively very

Successful Successful Unsuccessful Unsucaessful

(1) (2) .3) (4) (5)

Same goals statemen s as above

While preparation of the exact goal statements should follow .

the analysis of data on Georgia and should be done by those familiar

with the educational system and values of its people:, the attached

Technical Report suggests some possible goals, issues, and problems

that should be covered.
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THE GPEC MASTER PLAN

Of all the reports prepared for GPEC,by the consultants,

this report on a methodology for preparing a state master plan

.contains the fewest concrete recommendations. Because it

would be inappropriate for the consultants to make the final

determination of which issues and problems GPEC should focus

upon in its plan, this report identifies a broad range of

potential planning topics, in addition to presenting methodologies

for conducting the much narrower range of planning activities

that GPEC already has decided to undertake.

The sections that follow describe a methodology for the

preparation of a statewide plan for Georgia postsecondary

education. A major component of that plan, or for that matter

any state plan, consists of a status report On postsecondary-

education. The combination of the status report and the master

plan should prove to be less redundant and of more value to GPEC

than preparing two separate and distinct documents.

Section 1 of this report presents a brief discussion of

decisions that should be made by GPEC regarding the objectives,

scope, development processes, and presentation of the master

plan it will issue. For the most part, the discussion focusea

on the policy implications of procedural decisions. Section 2

identifies master plan components. The types of data and other

information typically included in state plans are identified..

Among these components are those comprising the postsecondary

education status report. Also included are procedures to be

employed in gathering, analyzing, and Txesenting specific com-

ponents. Section 3 is comprised of discussions of the linkages

between GPEC's studies and the master plan.
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SECTION 1: POLICY DECISIONS REGARDING MASTER PLPNNING

Commission members have undOubtedly discussed many of the

issues related to the objectives, scope, processes, and presen-

tation of the plan. Nevertheless, from their vantage point as

outside observers, the consultants have attempted to identify

a very limited number of these issues that they consider to

be particularly relevant to the GPEC planning effort. Issues

that are related to the components of the master plan are

discussed in Section 2.

Objectives of the Plan

The choice of objectives to be attained by the state plan

is a complex one. While the overriding concern must be for .

the state's citizens and its institutions, numerous other factors

often dictate planning objectives that are less desirable but

more attainable than others. Economic and political concerns

frequently necessitate adopting more limited planning objectives.

Moreover, perceptions of the present and desired future role of

the planning agency can affect the choice objectives.

In the case of agencies like GPEC that have broadly mandated

planning authority but Jittle actual'control over the implemen-

tation of the plan, the range of possible objectives is broader

than for most state planning bodies. Because it is not restricted

to identifying objectives that it must attain, such an agency is

in a position to specify objectives that place the principal

responsibility for attainment on other bodies. It can, in effect,

identify what others can and should do and then rely on institu-

tional, political, and public pressure for the attainment of the

agency's objectives. If the objectives are sound, the agency

will have fulfilled its mandate.

In contrast to choosing planning objectives that focus the

resPonsibility for attainment principally on others, an agency

could choose objectives which would call for it to cooperate

with other bodies in the implementation of the plan. Such an
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approach is like y to expand the agency's control over the

accomplishment of its objectives but, most likely, will

necessitate compromises with the other bodies. These com-

promises may result in objectives that are more readily

attainable and, perhaps, less desirable. This compromising of

objectives seems inevitable where the agency's performance as

a planning and inElmtatin body would be largely evaluated on

the basis of whether or not the objectives are achieved.

These two extreme approaches obviously necessitate very

different planning tasks. The first approach calls for a

planning dOcument that covers the full range of statewide post-

secondary activities while the,second.restricts..the_document's

focus (and content) to those areas for which the agency now

has responsibility or desires to have increased responsibility.

The first approach requires a minimum of consultation with other

agencies while the second necessitates a great deal of inter-

agency contact.

GPEC will probably adopt an approach somewhere between the

two extremes, performing some tasks individually and others in

concert with other agencies. GPEC staff must know the exact

nature of the Commission's objectives and its intended future

role if they are to make decisions and to develop a plan that

is consistent with the objectives of the Commission.

Sco e of the Plan

Narrowing the wide range of postsecondary education activities

and isSues to the relatively few that can be thoroughly examined

in a master plan is a critical process .for a planning'agency.

Effective planning requires that the agency identify its own

planning objectives, the felt and unfelt needs of the system

and its constituents, and its resources for planning (including

the availability of data).

In the consultants' view, it is of particular importance

for GPEC to assume a relatively narr w focus in its master plan.
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GPEC is clearly understaffed and underfinanced in comparison

to most state-level planning agencies. In spite of having made

definite progress in the area, dPEC still lacks the full coopera-

tion of other Georgia groups, and, as a consequence, has very

limited access to the kinds of information typically analyzed in

state plans. At the same time, however, its very survival as a

viable planning agency appears to depend upon the quality of its

planning effort. Thus it seems crucial for GPEC to focus on a

relatively small number of issues, to analyze those issues in

appropriate depth, and to make recommendations that are deemed

sound by those in a position to reduce or broaden GPEC's future

activities.

In light of these considerations, the range of topics actually

to be examined by the master plan may have to be somewhat narrower

than later sections of this report will suggest. As an example,

Section 2 identifies the examination of financial data as one

of the traditional components of master plans. GPEC, however,

may encounter considerable difficulty in obtaining the type of

data necessary for a thorough analysis. Given this need to

narrow the scope of the plan, the consultants strongly advise

that the "Issues and Problems" study be conducted as soon as

possible in order for it to not only provide data for the plan,

but also to narrow the range of issues with which GPEC must deal.

The Master Plannin oce

Master planning for postsecondary education typically involves

extensive use of standing advisory'committees and/or special.techni-

cal committees. These committees are usdally composed of (1) rep-

resentatives from the various institutions and from various levels

within the institutions, (2) knowledgeable representatives of

government, business and the citizens at large, (3) representatives

.of other state-level higher education related bodies, and (4) rep-

rese ives of certain special interest groups in the state.

ese committees frequently participate in determing the data
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to be analyzed, in the analysis of the information, and in

development of recommendations. Research indicates that this

extensive involvement of committee members in the planning

process produces better plans and creates more support for them

than any other approach. However, 'that involvement must be more

than superficial if beneficial results are to be gained.1

The operation of the degree of involvement as a critical

variable is of considerable importance to GPEC. Its need to

narrow the scope of the.planning process suggests that GPEC

must carefully delineate its expectations of advisory committees.

Too broad a statement of the committees' responsibilities could

extend the planning effort into areas in which the Commission

is incapable of acquiring data and/or into areas which the

Commission would prefer not to plan. Too narrow a statement

could result in committee member frustration and minimal per-

sonal investment in the eventual plan.

The procedural guidelines that follow may serve as a model

for the GPEC planning process. Developed by Glenny, Berdahl,

Palola, and Paltridge, those guidelines should require relatively

minor modification. Such modification may be necessary, however,

due to constraints on staff time and the relatively limited lead

time for the plan's preparation.

Guidelines for the Master Plannin P -ocess

Establishing the planning focus.

a. The-board and its staff cannot adequately establish the

focus of planning without considerable outside help,

especially from institutional, experte,

b. An open-ended questionnaire survey should be conducted

to discover the issues and problems that various groups

and individuals consider of high priority and determine

the conditions in education which are considered satis-

factory.

1
Lyman A. Glenny, et. al., Coordinating Higher Educa ion for the

'70's. 1971, p. 32.
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c. Ir luded in the survey should be members of legislative

,mittees on education and appropriations, key citizen

Alps, and interest groups influencing education, edu-

-ators, experts in and out of institutions, and indi-

vidualS who have provided leadership in education.

d. Aided by standing advisory committees, the board should

suggest staff priorities among the problems and issues

to be resolved and suggest the assumptions and goals to

be.used.

e. The board should review thoroughly the priorities before

adopting them as the ba is for the plan or planning

cycle.

f. The board should identify and adopt the problems and

issues to be dealt with in any one planning cycle,

limiting the number of issues to manageable proportions.

Too many controversial subjects dealt with at once may

confuse public consideration and void the possibility

of achieving any of the planning objectives.

g The board should develop a "Guide for the Plan," based

on the assumptions, goals, and problems to which it

has given priority and distribute the guide to all

board members, standing committees, institutional

leaders, and other interested parties.

2. Planning for particular objectives on problems or issues

a..Problems and issues should be divided into fairly

discrete packages, each of which may then be dealt with

by a single technical committee consisting of experts

on the subject as well as informed citizens. (Some

boards have used as many as 15 such committees in a

single planning cycle.)

b. Each technical committee (or,task force) should be .

charged in writing with obtaining necessary data and

information, providing the analyses, and suggesting the

recommendations on the subject. This is often best

done by making the charge in the form of policy questions.
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c. The committees should be coordinated but nOt dominated

or closely directed in their activities by a high level

staff person from the board, preferably the executive

director or the assoc4iate director for planning. Each

committee should be kept within reasonable boundaries

of its problem area but be free to explore relationships

with other committees in the planning process, as well

as free to raise issues not mentioned in the. charge for

its own problem area.

d. The board staff should supply information, clerical

services, publishing services, and funds for consul ative

help to each committee. The committee should determine

its own research and review method, what data are to be

gathered, what analyses made, and what recommendations

suggested.

Staff should not provide, leadership only to gain precon-

ceived findings or recommendations. Such -actions destroy'

the very reason for having technical committees-to obtain

fresh and varied viewpoints.

Each committee should prepare's. final report for immediate

publication and wide distribution by the board. Both an

oral and a written report should be made to and discussed

with the board.

Coordinating and making the plan.

a. Each member of the general advisory committees should be

furnished copies of the technical committee reports.

b. Each advisory committee, already having discussed and

considered the policy issues contained in the- "Guide

for the Plan," should review the technical committee

reports, make its own analyses, and sUggest the answers

to the poliey questions raised in the guide.

c. Each advisory committee should develop its own plan and

report it to the board and staff both orally and in

writing

d. The staff should provide services to the committees but

not direct the analyses or the recommendations
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e. Conflicts between recommendations of advisory committees

should not be forestalled by staff interventions prior

to the committee's taking final action and reporting.

(The recommendations of any advisory committee are al:ost

certain to conflict in part with those of any other

advisory committee, if for no other reason than that their

composition provides very different perspectives.)

Using the technical committee reports, the advisory

committee reports, and its own knowledge and judgment,

the board staff should prepare its own analyses and

recommendations for board consideration.

g. The board should review, discuss, and amend the staff

plan as necessary and then accept the plan-pending

public hearings.

h. Public hearings should be held throughout the state

(best locations are usually at the university and

college campuses) at which a board member presides

and other members are present. Any citizen should

be allowed to testify at a hearing.

i._ The staff should make such changes in the draft plan

as it believes desirable and submit its final version

to the board for adoption.

j. The board should review, discuss, amend if necessary,

and adopt the plan.

4. Political coordination and action on the plan.

a. The plan should be published in substantial nuMbers

and widely distributed to the legislators, governor,

governing boards, institutional constituencies, and

to the public at-large upon request.

b. The board.and its staff should arrange to provide a

private briefing on the main points and rationale of

the plan for legislative leaders and the governor,

particularly if statutory action is necessary to put

parts of the plan into effect.
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c. The board and its staff should provide the leadership

explanations and testimony in support of the plan.

d. The staff should so organize support from institutions,

civic organizations, and citizens to inform the legis-

lature of the Issues and to prevent redundant testimony.

Creating a new planning base.

a. Once the legislature and governor have acted on all or

part of the plan, the board and staff should reassess

their planning assumptions and goals, taking into con-

sideration the legislative attitudes on and actual

amendments made to the plan.

b. With the reassessed assumpti ns and the pran as finally

adopted as a base, the board should commence the next

planning cycle.2

he Master Plan

The preceding guidelines suggest how, to whom, and when

the plan should be presented as a completed document. One

seemingly trivial but actually important decision is whether

or not to issue the plan as a single document. Some states,

especially those in their second or later planning cycle, have

abandoned the single volume plan as tending to inhibit periGdic

modification.

The Indiana coordinating commission used a two-volume

approach to presenting its master plan. The first volume

contained purely descriptive data and information on the system.

After allowing a brief period for'reaction to that information,-

the Indiana commission then issued a second volume containing

its recommendations relative to the data.

A,second example of the multiple document approach is

found in Michigan. Michig's coordinating agency identified

2
Glenny-, et. al., ibid, pp. 35-39
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its twenty or more goals for postsecondary education in the

state, issued a document containing the goals, and then issued

separate documents relating to statewide progress in each

area. Each of the documents is periodically revised to include

updated system data and identification of new issues and prob-

lems.

The ability quickly to produce planning documents and to

narrowsthe scope of the planning process may be attractive to

GPEC. It should be pointed out, however, that while multiple

volume plans tend-to keep the agency's work visible, their

impact may be somewhat lessened as more and more volumes are

produced.

Since GPEC'S.decision relative to the presentation does

not greatly affect the content of the plan in Sections 2 and

3, the consultants have described procedures as- if GPEC were

completing a single document plan.

SECTION 2: MASTER PLAN CONTENT

Overview of Master Plan Content

In -tatewide Planning in Higher Education, Halstead provides

a useful description of master plan content based upon his re-

view of plans from numerous states.
3 He categorizes all master

plan content into seven broad component features:

.1. Premises which form the basis for state educa i nal

objectives and which underlie the patterns of

planning and coordination development.

2. Lmmediate and long-range postsecondary educational

goals of the state.

3. Socioeconomic conditions of the state, and implications

of these conditions- for higher education.

4. Analysis Of a wide variety of topic areas.

5. Supporting statistics and advisory studies.

6. Integrated recommendations.

-

Halstead's section on master planning, especially pages 13-2

.should be consulted as a useful reference source fOr GPEC.
9



7 Plans for implementation and simultaneous review

of progress.

Within the preceding list, only feature number 5,

supporting statistics and advisory studies, is of questionable

suitability for inclusion in anY master plan. Halstead's ob-

servations notwithstanding, advisory studies are frequently

issued separately from the master plan - either as individual

studies or as a compilation of studies. Other than this one

relatively minor point, Haistead's list identifies master plan

components accurately, although in very general terms.

Moving to a more specific discussion of content, Halstead

lists the various potential topic areas that define the actual

content of the plan. Again the topics listed below represent

the major subject areas receiving the greatest emphasis is

plans reviewed by Halstead.

Plannin- Topics

1. components related to the goal of developing human reSources

to the maximum through encouragement and guidance of student

entrance and passage through the higher education system;

specifically,

a. A policy to provide equal and open educational oppor-

tunities beyond high schoOl for all who seek and can

benefit therefrom, with these opportunities continuing

until each person's needs for economic and social

self-sufficiency are met;

b A program of high school and college counseling and

remedial work to identify, conserve, and develop the

talents of all citizens, and to encourage individuals

to continue their education to the extent of their

abilities and motivation;

Guidance for nonresident students with respect to

admission standards, retention and transfer policies,

and articulation among the segments;

A'program of student financial support to enable each
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qualified individual, regardless of financial position,

to attend an institution suitable to his needs, interests,

and abilities; also, a related policy to deal with the

proportion of,financial aid to be borne by the student,

his parents, and the govern-ent-State, local, and

Federal.

2 Components related to the goal of providing higher education

programs and services to meet the diversified needs of the

citizenry, as well as State needs for trained manpower and

research requirements; specifically,

a. Means for providing comprehensive higher education

programs to meet present and projected enrollments-

baccalaureate, graduate, and professional; subbac-

calaureate programs providing an opportunity for

preparation in short-term specialized occupational

areas and on the college level to ensure entry into

semiprofessional, technical, or vocational fields,

and adult education programs.

b. A plan for the developmpnt of higher education public

service to the State-programs which will contribute

to the social, cultural, and moral well-being of the

citizenry;

c. A plan to promote and encourage research;

d. Recolamendations for the continued improvement of

instruction and curriculums, including experimentation

with innovative educational media;

e. A program to provide the necessary training at recom-

mended levels_to meet carefully made estimates of

trained manpower requirements;

f. A plan indicating how educational programs, by level

and by type, will be distributed-by both economic-

geographical region and institutions-so that cost

factors and accessibility are-fairly apportioned

throughoUt the State.

Components related to the goal of providing a State system

and organizational structure to achieve effective operation
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and orderly growth of higher education; specifically.

a. Designation of the immediate role or function of

each institution within the State system, based

on desired division of responsibilities, together

with recommendations for future roles and coor-

dination of efforts;

b. Establishing criteria for new 2-year colleges,

4-year colleges, and universities, as well as policy

relative to institutional expansion and/or curtail-

ment;

c. Provision for continuous planning, supportive research,

data management, and coordination, with special

attention to the private sector and to effective

communication between State agencies and individual

institutions;

d. A policy toward State or local governance of 2-year

colleges;

Directions to guide and encourage institutions in

making cooperative arrangements, especially the

sharing of libraries, exchange of faculty, coord nation

of extension services, pooling of ETV network pro-

gramming, joint use of research facilities, and

scheduling of regional consortiums.

Components related to the goal of attracting and retaining

a faculty of able and dedicated teachers, scholars, and

researchers; specifically,

a. Conducting faculty supply and demand studies based

on institutional education, research, and service

obligations;

b. Establishing broad policies designed to secure and

maintain a competent faculty: recruitment, salaries,

staff benefits, teaching and service loads, research

opportunities, tenure, and so on.

S. Components related -Lathe .goal of providing adequate and

appropriate facilitiesand of securing efficiency in

physical plant construction, utilization, and operation;
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specifically,

a. Projection of space needs and plans for the,design.

and construction of new facilities, particularly as

they relate to the campus master plan for expansion;

b. A system for the efficient utilization of physical

plant facilities, on both daily and yearly basis;

c. A plan for financing capital construction and for

determining priorities among institutions and

campuses.

6 Components related to the goal of providing the fullest

possible financial support for higher education, equitable

distribution of funds, and efficient use of available

resources to adhieve the highest possible level of

excellence; specifically,

a. Recommendations to guide and encourage State and local

tax efforts to support higher education in order to

maintain desired quantity and- quality;

b Recommendations regarding tuition and fees to be

charged, consistent with student financial aid policies;

C. A policy for the .support of research;

d A policy for allocating State higher education funds

among public, private, and other major sectors;

e. Procedures for determining the kind of financial

recommendations needed to meet budgetary needs of

individual institutions and .assure fair distribution

of money among the institutions.4

At no time does Halstead suggest that all of the above

planning topics must be addressed in the master plans of every

state. Obviouely, the specific topics to be addressed must be

determined by each commission's board, staff, and advisory bodies.

In that context, the consultants have identified'a core of content

for inclusion in the GPEC master plan.

4
Halstead, ibid, pp. 26-28.
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Comonents of the OPEC Master Plan

The consultants have based their id ntification of OPEC

master plan components upon the nature of the studies the

Commission plans to conduct prior to issuing the plan and

upon a review of the usual and most basic elements of master

planning documents prepared by other state agencies. Future

GPEC decisions regarding its goals and objectives for post-

secondary education in Georgia may neceSsitate additional

topics and contents. Given the inability to foresee those

decisions and the charge to assist the Commission in defining

what should be in the planning document (not what could be),

the consultants have outlined, chapter by chapter, the contents

for the OPEC plan. The sequence of chapters is intended to

represent what is viewed as a logical progression from simple

to more complex topics.

Chapter 1: The Pur oses, Goa s and Ob'ectives of he Master

Plan

While OPEC has stated its intentions for planning, it

probably has not systematically identified its purposes, goals,

and objectives. These reasons for planning should include a

discussion of OPEC's history and its authority relative to

planning efforts.

As the Commission sets forth its goals and objectives,

special attention should be given to carefully defining terms.

As an example, if an objective is to increase access, "access!'

should be defined, not as it is defined in the educational

literature, but specifically as OPEC defines it. Similarly,

the various institutional functions, i.e., instruction, research,

etc., should be defined as precisely as possible but in terms

readily understood by the layman.

Since this section of the master plan serves as a frame-

work for the analysis appearing in subsequent sections of the

3,4
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document, Chapter 1 should be as concise as possible.

Chapter 2: The Governance and Structure of Postseconda

Education in Geor ia

This chapter should begin with a very brief section

describing the historical development of postsecondary education

in Georgia. Early institutions and landmark legislation for

higher education should be identified. Thereafter, a chronology

of postsecondary education should be presented. This chronology

should include reference to all segments of postsecondary edu-

cation (See the IndianaCommission for Higher Education, The

Indiana Plan for Postsecondary Education: Phase One, Vol. 1,

pp. 23-25 for an example of a brief but adequate three page

history).

The second and major section of this Chapter should be

devoted to identifying and describing the governing bodies of

each type of institution in Georgia. This may be accomplished

by identifying a-1 institutions by their type of control, i.e.,

private, independent, public, and then focusing on the controlling

bodies of public institutions.

GPEC may wish to identify campuses by planning region in

this chapter. If so, campuses can be identified within aach

region by type, i e., liberal arts college, community college,

etc.; by control; and by founding date.

The sources of information for Chapter 2 are nume ous. In

addition to state educational histories; the work of M.M. Chambers

should prove invaluable in describing by the system in Georgia

exists as it does.5

Chapter 3: The Current Status of Postsecondar Education in

GeqLgia

This chapter is intended to briefly discuss the more impor-

5
Chambers publications cited in the bibliography of this report

should prove especially helpfuL
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tant characteristics of the Georgia system of postsecondary

education. With the exception of enrollments, most of these

characteristics should be discussed very briefly. Charts and

tablescomparing ranked Georgia data to that of comparable

states, and other states in the region and nation should be

relied upon to convey -much of the information contained in

this section.
6

Table 1 identifies topics to be discussed.in this section,

the nature-of the data to be presented for-each -topici and the

sources of that data.

In ultimately deciding which of these suggested-topics

to includeiin this chapter, theGPEC.staffshould be motivated

by severalconsiderations. First, they should select the topics

and the specific data and the analysis and comparisons that'are

most helpful in highlighting issues and problems in Georgia edu-

cation _and in focusing planning recommendations. Second, the .

staff should select the data and analysis that graphically

highlight trends and relationships,_yet are economical in terms

of space and readability.

In this regard, the "marginal value" of extra information

and analysis must be weighed in a tough-minded manner against

the cost incurred through making the report more complex and

longer. .Third, the availability of the data-'and the amount of

staff time necessary to retrieve and analyze it must be considered.

Guided by these principles, the GPEC staff will probably decide

to emphasize certain topics and provide lesser treatment to others,

or eliminate some altogether.

The section dealing with-the nature of Geo: ia learners and

enroliments'in ostsecondar education summarizes some of the

major findings of the accessibility and enrollment studies. The

purposes of this section of the status report are to describe

historical and current characte istics of Georgia postsecondary-

6
See the brief technical report included as Appendix A of
this report for a description of procedures used in selecting
comparable states.
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Topic

TABLE 1

TOPICS AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION FORME STUDY OF THE

CURRENT STATES OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN GEORGIA

1, Nature of Georgia Learners

and Enrollmeats in Post-

secondary Education

2. ProduCtion of Degrees

3. Financing Postsecondary

Learning

Nature of,the Information

and/or Comparison

a. Summary of Georgia's student charac-

teristics: race, sex, family income,

full-time/part-time learners.

b. County and regional high school grad-

uation rates. Comparison with peer

states (North Carolina and Tennessee)

c. County and regional rates of atten-

dance in postsecondary education

for high school graduates. Compari-

son with Peer and national rates.

d. Historical and current enrollments

in different segments of Georgia

postsecondary education.

e. Projections of Georgia's potential

learner population and of potential

enrollments, given certain assump-

tions about the future.

a. Historical and current (perhaps

1970 and 1974) degree production,

disaggregated by degree level and

by segment of postsecondary

education.

a. State tax revenues, sources of tax,

and some calculation of the rela-

tive tax burden,

b. Calculation of support for higher

education as a percent of state

revenues and as a percentage ofr.

per capita income.. .Comparison

with peer states.

Historical summary of allocations

of state revenues to different

segments of postsecondary educa-

tion. ,

Sources

Accessibility study .

Accessibility study. .

ccessibility study

Enrollment study

Enrollment study

HEGIS data

Office of Planning and

Budget, alstead.-

Chambers,'Halstead,

Cie* and Kidder.

Office of Planning

and Budget



Topic

Student Tuition an

Financial Aids

:TAtLE 1

(Continued

Nature of the Information

and/or Comparison

a. Student tuitions and fees by segment

of postsecondary education. Changes

between.1970 -and 1975.-

b. Student financial aid information:

total dollars availablevto what

.types of students (merit, needi

minority) and in what form (loats,

.

workstudy, grants, scholarships)..

Educational Facilities

Interinstitutional

Cooperation

The Learning Society in

-Georgia

"f-

a. Comparison in 1970 and in 1975 of

headcount enrollments in net assign-

able square footage.

b. Identification of potential problem

areas in facilities adequacy. Speci-

fically, areas where enrollment gains

thatmayAccur could cause need for

more facilities at existing insti-

tutions or new institutions. (i.e.,

Atlanta metropolitan area)

a. Identification of existing forms of

interinstitutional Cooperation in-

volving libraries, aompuing-, pro-

fessional-schools, general, academic

a. Identification.of Georgia's liberal

utilization of Continuing Education

(CEU's).

Source

Argi

Actessibility.study.

The ava lability ,of this

data is questionable.

The University System
,

of Georgia is a potentia.

source Also1 REGIS_

survey on institutional

financial data has

categories for student

aid.

HEGIS data

Comparison of EEG'S

facilities data and data

from enrollment studies.

Examples of existing

cooperative ventures in

Georgia.

Examples of the use of

CEU's, for example,

Georgia State Universit
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learners, their.numbers, and what their potential numbers may-

be in the future. Due to the large-amount of data that-will

be available from the enrollment and accessibility studies,

this portion of the status study must carefUlly utilize only

the most salient and graphic findings.

The discussion of the historic and current produCtion-of

degrees is a necessary companion piece to enrollment data. AS

with the preceding section, there exists a great potential for

data overkill-in this segment. .In addition to_degree.production,._

other measures of educational production, such as student Credit

hours or continuing education units, may be useful indicators,

and should be considered.

As in most statewide plans for postsecondary education, the

treatment of the financiajILERatEtEmdamlta_ErATI.generates

a high level of interest. The consultants suggest three basic

components of this segment. First, the status study should

contain some exposition of the trends in the generation of

Georgia state tax revenues, the sources of these tax revenues,

and the relative tax burden.._ This data should be:available,

both for current and historic time periods, from-the Office of

Planning and Budget. Kent Halstead's work on tax burden and

his data on all 50 states may be used as a guide and may provide

comparable data for peer states. As in previous segments, com-

parisons should be selected that convey the facts cogently yet

in a minimal amount of space.

The second facet of the financial segment should calculate

historic trends in the support for higher education as a percent

of total state revenues and as a percentage of per capita income.

Georgia's figures should be compared to the national norms and

to its peers, North Carolina and Tennessee, along these dimehSk ns.

Halstead has performed some mork in this are4r-'and the work 1:51L

M.M. 'Chambers and Lyman Glenny and James Kidder (cited in the

bibliography of this report) may contain just the sorts of

comparisons that may be used intact in the statewide status

report.
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The final segment of,the financing, postsecondarY learning-

segment-should. demonstrate1low alloaations_of.statsrevenues-.

and the actual total-institutional expenditures.(which include

state funds pluS funds from other-sourees) have.varied. among,.

the different segments of Georgia postsecdridary.education..'

This data should .be,available from.the_Office Of-.Planning. and_

Budget, orfrom }MG'S-reports on institutional:,finanaes.

The subject of student_tuition-and financial:,aids-is an

-important-consideration-in,focusingstatewide,planning.-"nfor
mation on student-fees and tuition.by, segment -. of..postpecondary.

learningshould be generated by the accessibility_study Infor-

mation on the amount and compositidn-of-finanaial

to Georgia students is another matter,. however. ..The uni,versity:

pystem of Georgia or HEGIS.are-potential,:sources.for some

financial aid information, but_the.question,:remains....aw to whether

the information would. adequately 'portray theraid-capabilities

available to different types of students. Alsol.it-is difficult

to evaluate-financial aid in a vacuumvit_may_be_necessary _to-.

compare theabsolute levels of financial-aid in:different cate-

gories to .the levels in peer stateS-.-:

A statewide plan would be remiss in its_duty if it did not

address the issue of educational facilitieS -ihaeed:;-the accessi-

,bility study focuseson one portion:of the--facilities.:issue,-.

namely, the placement of new institutions in proxiMity to Georgia

learners that occurred in the.1970's. ..Thedetailed.assessment

of the adequacy of the amount,andtype:of educational- space

available to Georgia postsecondary learners is- farpore complex

however. The work of GPBC's predecessor, the F'acilities'..CommisSion,

and -HEGIS facilities data can be-tapped --to--yield-data:vn historical---

trends in the adequacy of educational facilitieS., 'However, the

consultants feel that the detailed analysis of-such facilities

data could constitUte a- drain on GPEC's resourceSthat..is not

commensurate .with the payoffs. Moreover, the- result6 of facilities--

utilization and available . studies are largely determined bythe

Standards employed as benchmarks,,and sudh standards are_ fair

game for- criticism, even when wisely_dhosen.. -Therefvre, the con-
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sultants recommend that facilities availability and utilization

data be used minimally in the status report, and that the major-

emphasis be plated on using whatever facilities data is avail-

able from "canned" sources to highlight potential needs for

increased facilities that may be caused by the potential con-

tinued growth of Georgia postsecondary learning. This need

is especially keen in the Atlanta area, and will probably re-,

quire new cOnstruction at existing institutions and perhaps even

new .institutions to deal with, the, rapidly burgeoning_population

of that area. The GPEC status report should reiterate the impor-

tance of tontinued facilities studies in the-future as Georgia

has to cope with an expanding postsecondary education'sector.

Significant examples of interinstitutional coo eration

currently.exist among Georgia postsecondary institutions. The

cooperation among,the predominantly black institutions in

Atlanta and among other consortia of institutions are several

cases in point. The computer networking that links the Univer-

sity of-Georgia, Georgia State University and Georgia Tech and

the distributed loop network joining many state colleges and

community/junior colleges to a central computer are nationally

recognized models of successful sharing. The reciprotal arrange

ments-between the University of Georgia veterinary meditine pro-

gram and other southern states has been an example of cooperation

involving professional education. While the list coUld go on

even further, the -point'is that interinstitutional cooperation

is an especially useful tool for the next decade in Georgia.

Research has shown that various forns of interinstitutional

sharing are highly effective in expanding services and increasing

the capabilities of have-not institutions at-a cost significantly

lower than if services had been duplicated on eVery_caMpus.

Sharing has not been successful7-however, iii taking resources from

one institution, and giving them, to another, or in actually reducing

dosts.
7 Since, the major- challenges facing GeOrgia postsecondary

7
Donald M. Norris, "Externally Mandated Interinstitttional
Cooperation", 1975, pp. 5-6.
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learning in the next decade are t_ expand services at the least

possible. cost, interinstitutional cooperation seems to provide

a particularly attractive tool for continued enhancement of

.

effectiveness and-avoidance of unnecessary costs.

Finally, the Status report should underscore the impli-

cations of Georgia's support for the ituliai_E2Eittx_in_gt2ala.

Through liberally endowing continuing education units, the

state is making an important commitment to adult learning. StatiS-

tics on the growing Use of CEU's, say at Georgia State University,'

might emPhasize the importance of this concept of adult educational

entitlement.

:Chapter 4: Issues_and Problems

The content of this chapter should be determined by the

findings from the issues and problems studies, the suggestions

of GPEC and its advisory committeee, and the results of the

accessibility and program duplication studies.

Topical issues presented in Halstead's list reproduced on

Pages 118-118 of this report should be treated in considerable

detail. The findingsof advisory and technical committees will

constitute the majority of the content presented for all topids

excluding that of the accessibility' and program duplication

studies.

Chapter 5: Recommendations

This section should include recommendations, from the

Commission and its advisory committees that respond to issues

and problems identified in Chapter 4 of.the master plan. Each

recommendation should include reference to one of the plan's

goals or objectives as well as identifying the Commission's con-

clusions relevant to each recommendation. The recommendations

should identify what can be done to improve system performance.-

and which participants in the total system of Georgia postsecon-

dary education should be charged with effecting the changes.
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TECHNICAL_REPORT: COMPARABLE STATE GROUPING PROCEDURES

State-level planners frequently compare data on their

state to similar data for other states. Data on demograPhic,

economic, and educational factors are among the characteristics

most frequently compared. As an example, state mister planning

docUments usually contain comparisons of the state's high school

graduation rate to the rates of otfier states in the geographic

region and to the rates of all states. While such comparisons-.

can be helpful to the state planner, especially when the ob-

jective is the measurement of relative progress, the comparisons:

canbe misleading.
The danger of interstate comparisons should be obvious in

the case of comparing Georgia to .its neighboring states. While

the CarolinaS, Tennesset, and Alabama resemble Georgia for-a

host. of .demographic and economic variables, F, rida is radically

different from Georgia. A comparison of the educational progress

of Georgia to that of Florida will ignore numeroUs variables

that have an effect on levels of financial support for postsec-

ondiry education, on manpower needs, and numerous-Other factors

affecting the state system. Similarly, Getvgiais not:comparable

to any of its neighbors for all factors related to the achieve:-

ment of elementary-secondary school system, financial support

of higher education, and public higher educatioiPS organization,

emphasis, and achievement.

The problem of identifying truly comparable states has

been addressed by numerous publications. Among those publica-

tiong is Halstead's State Planning in Higher Education. Halstead

presents a systematic procedure that-identifies comparable states

while controlling for certain critical variables. Rather than

elaborating on the procedure here, the reader should:review

pages 47 .through 51 of the volume.

The purpose for discussing comparability in this report:is

two-fold. First, the consultan-s recommend that GPEC use Hal-
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stead's procedures in the preparation of its master plan.

Regional and comparable state groupings, if the latter is

adequately explained in the report, will do much to place

Georgia's educational assets and liabilities in, a larger

perspective. Second, while GPEC could rather easily replicate

the work,during the course of their work, the consultants

developed data using Halstead's procedures. The pages that

'follow present those data without narrative descriptions.

Haistead's explanations should render the data meaningful

and, hopefully, valuable to GPEC planners (all data are from

Halstead, pp. 70-89)4

Factor 1:

Index

#7 Financial Support

Elementary-Secondary School Achievement Peer
States: .Dlaine, South Dakota, North Carolina
and Tennessee

.Maine S. Dakota Georgia N. Carolina Tenn.

Achievement $677 $656 $572 $584 $565

#8 Holding Power 88.1 87.0 66.0 69.1 70.8

#2 Elem-Sec.
Productivity 91.6 88.1 67.0 69.1 70.4

#9 College-Entrance
Rate 34% 55% 41% 41% 46%

#10 Composite Index 95 102 79 81 84

Index Georgia's Rank in Peer Group Georgia's Rank Nationally

#7 4 45

#8 5 50.5

#2 5 45

#9 3.5 47.5

#10 5 50.5
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Factor 2: Fihancial Support of Higher Education
Peer States: Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Indiana, Ohio, Virginia and Tennessee

New
Index MaSS. Hamp. Indiana Ga. Ohio Va. Tenn.

#14 Tax Effort 102 48 42 103 50 102 92

#15 Allocations to
Higher Education 6.1 11.3 15.4 13.2 14.1 12.3 12.7

#16 Achievement Rela-
tive to Burden $1051 $961 $2036 $2107 $1485 1882 $1685

#17 Achievement Rela-
tive to Enrollment $1091 $873 $1461 $1588 $1136 $1437 $1140

#17

Index

Georgia's Rank in Peer Group Georgia's Rank Nationally

1 23

3 27

1 26

1 12

Factor 3: Public Higher Education - OrganizatIon, Emphasis

and Achievement
Comparable States: Alabama, Kansas, PennsYlvania,

Colorado, Minnesota, and North Carolina
North

Ala. Kansas Ga. Penn. Colo. Minn. Carolina

#18 Absolute Magni-
tude of Need 1.6 1.2 2.0 6.3 1.1 2.3

#19 Student Tuition
and Ability to
Pay 139.3 76.6 137.7 156.6 125.9 91.2

4120 Free-access
Education 56% 43% 30% 25% 42% 29%

#21 Resources Avail-
able to Provide
Quality $835 $858 $965 $1004 $954 $770

#22 Drawing Power
from High
School 35% 49% 27% 21% 50% 39%

#23 Public Shore of
Resident Enroll-
ment 75% 77% 70% 47% 81% 73%

#24 2 yr. College
Shore of Enroll-
ment 22.0% 20.5% 19.6% 15.5% 15.4% 15.6%

2.4

112.8

68%

$1062

25%

63%
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North

Index Ala. Kansas Ga. Penn. Colo. Minn. Carolina

#2' Emphasis on
Degree Programs 14.3% 13.0% 13.6% 13.6% 13.0% 11.6% 15.5%

426 Emphasis on
Graduate Programs '77.3 130.6 11.7 147 8 127.0 110.1 111.8

Index Georgia's Rank in Peer Group Georgia's Rank Nationally

#18 4 17

/19 5 41

#20- 5 40.5

#21 3 17

422 5 39

_123 '."-- 5 24.

#24 3 22

#25 3.5 17

426 5 34

Peer Group for the Three Factors and Adjacent States

Factor 1

North Carolina

Tennessee

Main

South Dakota

Factor 2

Tennessee

Mas achusetts

New Hampshire

Indiana

Ohio

Virginia

Closest Overall Peer States

Factor_3

North Carolina

Alabama

Kansas

Pennsylvania

Colorado

Minnesota

Ad'acent States

North Carolina

Tennessee

Alabama

South Carélina

Florida

= North Carolina and Tennes-ee
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